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Abstract 
This research project was executed for Eindhoven Airport N.V. and presents two new strategies for 

allocating flights to baggage sorting stations. Strategy A aims at minimizing the walking distance of 

baggage handlers in the baggage hall. Strategy B does the same and aims for minimizing the amount 

of baggage cart movements at baggage sorting stations. Both new strategies were tested in a case 

study via a deterministic discrete event simulation model. Strategy B resulted in a significant reduction 

in the amount of handling time per bag, strategy A did not. Furthermore, future demand scenario 

analyses show that strategy B still works at Eindhoven Airport in morning peak moments at least until 

the year 2025. All analyses are based on real data. The results of this project can be used by Eindhoven 

Airport N.V. and their ground handling company Viggo for learning purposes and to increase efficiency 

in the process of baggage handling.  
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Management summary 
This project has been initialized with the advent of the new baggage hall at Eindhoven Airport. The 

amount of baggage sorting stations has doubled and the distances within the baggage hall have 

become larger. Currently there is more than sufficient capacity available in the new baggage hall. Since 

the process of baggage handling should always grow in line with the annual growth of the airport, 

there is a joint endeavour of Eindhoven Airport and Viggo to create insights about the work 

systematics and capacity limits of this new baggage hall. This is the objective of the research project 

and has been translated in the following main research question. 

How should flights be allocated to baggage sorting stations in such a way that staff and assets are 

used most efficiently and what is, based on the allocation strategy and the arrival pattern of hold 

baggage, the handling time per bag in the new baggage hall currently and in the future? 

Current way of staff scheduling 
Viggo explained that they have to schedule more working hours in the new baggage hall due to an 

increase in walking distances. They determine the amount of working hours based on a model which 

takes the inflow of bags per 15 minutes into account. Based on this inflow, the model makes a 

distinction between the working hours of baggage coordinators / assistants and working hours of 

baggage handlers. It turns out that baggage coordinators / assistants are mainly busy with other tasks 

than handling baggage when the amount of incoming bags per 15 minutes is relatively high. To get a 

good understanding of the required amount of handling hours, it has been determined in agreement 

with Viggo that only the working hours of baggage handlers should be taken into account. Based on 

this information, the scheduled amount of handling time per bag was calculated. This is equal to 30 

seconds according to the Viggo model and includes walking time and make up activities. However, a 

lower bound of 14.5 seconds has been found as well. This shows the potential space for improvement 

in the handling time per bag. Improvements contribute to the ambition of Eindhoven Airport to lower 

the handling time per passenger.  

Current way of flight scheduling 
Another process related to work systematics in the baggage hall is the allocation process of flights to 

baggage sorting stations. Baggage coordinators are responsible for doing this. They create schedules 

the evening before each operational day. Schedules are created based on the experience and 

preference of each baggage coordinator, so there is currently no rigid way for doing this. Since spiral 

chutes have more capacity than lateral chutes, data analyses show that 70% of all flights in the dataset 

were allocated to spiral chutes. Moreover, 15% of all flights in this dataset were allocated to lateral 

chutes and the remaining 15% of all flights were allocated to the carousel. Most baggage coordinators 

indicate that they try to minimize the amount of logistic activities of baggage handlers during this 
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allocation scheduling process. This means that they try to keep both walking distances and the number 

of baggage cart movements in the baggage hall as low as possible. Each type of baggage sorting station 

has its own capacity regarding the number of baggage carts. By taking into account the capacity at 

each baggage sorting station, it turns out that 40% of all flights could be allocated to a lateral chute. 

Furthermore, 38% of the flights should be allocated to a spiral chute and the remaining 28% of the 

flights should be allocated to the carousel. Although spiral chutes have more capacity than lateral 

chutes, the distances between lateral chutes are smaller compared to all other distances between 

baggage sorting stations. 

Improving the handling time per bag 
Simulation results show that for keeping the amount of logistic activities low in a schedule, both the 

walking distance and the capacity of baggage sorting stations should be taken into account. A new 

rigid allocation strategy (i.e. strategy B) has been developed under a set of assumptions which takes 

both activities into account. Based on the handling time per bag, this new strategy performs 

significantly better than the current strategy in the month June (Table 1).  

Table 1. Handling time (seconds) per bag based on the current strategy and strategy B. 

 
Minimum Mean Maximum 

Current strategy  27.7 31.9 43.7 

Strategy B 24.1 24.7 30.9 

 

On average, the handling time per bag could be reduced from 31.9 seconds to 24.7 seconds in the 

month June based on the simulation results. A reduction of approximately 23% on an average day in 

this month.  

Since Eindhoven Airport keeps growing, strategy B has been tested in future scenarios as well. 

Simulation results show that during morning peaks with a maximum amount of 24 active flights at 

baggage sorting stations and a bag per passenger ratio of 0.6, the new strategy still performs well. The 

lowest handling time per bag of 19.19 seconds was found in the morning peak of the year 2023 based 

on a bags per passenger ratio of 0.6. This is a reduction of almost 40% with regard to the current 

handling time per bag.  

Testing and implementing the new strategy 
Since the success of the new strategy is based on simulation results, it should be tested and evaluated 

in practice as well before it is fully implemented. First of all, the proposed strategy does not directly 

have an effect on the strategic and tactical planning of Viggo. However, it does have an effect on the 

operational planning of Viggo. A first recommendation is to update the staff determination model of 
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Viggo for the baggage hall. The new amount of additional baggage handlers based on the bag inflow 

per 15 minutes should be tested in practice during the testing period of strategy B.  

It was assumed that the amount of bags per flight is exactly known. Since this does not hold in practice, 

it is recommended to forecast expected values for the number of bags for each flight number. 

Forecasts can be made based on flight data from previous years. Since the amount of expected bags 

per flight number could also vary due to seasonality, it is also recommended to take seasonality into 

account. Viggo should keep updating these forecasts on a regular basis to improve the accuracy of the 

forecasts. Furthermore, Viggo should keep analysing differences between the forecasts and the 

realized amount of bags to make forecasts more accurate. 

To allocate flights to baggage sorting stations based on strategy B, a baggage coordinator needs the 

logic of strategy B and the expected amount of bags per flight number. It is recommended to extend 

the flight schedule which is loaded in the VIBES planning module with the expected number of bags 

for each flight number based on the forecasts. During the testing period, the allocation process should 

be done manually by following the logic of strategy B. This logic could be presented to the baggage 

coordinator on an instruction card, which is always available at the planning desk. Just as in the current 

situation, real time adjustments within a schedule are still possible. 

If the testing results are positive, a next recommendation is to automate the allocation procedure by 

loading the logic of strategy B as an algorithm in the VIBES system. Viggo and Eindhoven Airport should 

discuss the technical feasibility of this step with Vanderlande, since they created the systems for the 

baggage hall of Eindhoven Airport. 

Other recommendations 
Besides the operational recommendations mentioned above, there are more general 

recommendations for both companies. First of all, Eindhoven Airport should define one or more KPIs 

such as the handling time per bag for outgoing baggage. By doing this, Eindhoven Airport gets more 

insights in possible bottlenecks within the process of baggage handling. Since there is a whole new 

system which captures data, it is recommended to keep exploring this data as well. This data can be 

challenged with Viggo. Possible new KPIs can be monitored based on this data as well. A last 

recommendation is to invest in the simulation program Enterprise Dynamics Developer. This gives 

Eindhoven Airport the chance to explore new operational strategies or innovations without directly 

implementing them. Furthermore, future demand growth scenarios can be simulated to get more 

insights about their airport processes. By reading real data in such models, Eindhoven Airport can 

create more efficient operational processes which could eventually contribute to the short-term 

strategy: Operational Excellence!   
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1 Introduction 
This chapter introduces the topic of this project which is carried out for Eindhoven Airport N.V.. First 

a general company description is given to get familiar with the company. Moreover, the current 

strategy and ambition of Eindhoven Airport N.V. are discussed. Next, the background of this project 

and the problem statement are given. This is followed by the research questions of this project and a 

high level research methodology description. Next, the scope and limitations of this project are 

described. Subsequently, the scientific value and the practical relevance of this project are discussed. 

Last, an outline of the remaining chapters of this research report is given. 

1.1 Eindhoven Airport N.V. 

Since 2015, Eindhoven Airport N.V. (Eindhoven Airport) belongs to the top 100 of biggest airports in 

Europe and is the second biggest airport of the Netherlands with 4.7 million passengers per year in 

2016 (Eindhoven Airport, 2017). The mission of Eindhoven Airport is to be there for their region. 

Eindhoven Airport is a fast growing airport, with annual passenger growth percentages around 10% 

(Table 2).  

Table 2. Passenger and flight movement growth figures (Source: Eindhoven Airport, 2017). 

Year 

 

Number of 

passengers 

Growth rate 

passengers 

Number of flight 

movements  

(aircraft > 6,000 

kg) 

Growth rate 

flight 

movements 

2011 2,643,483  22,000  

2012 2,977,643 12.6% 24,265 10.3% 

2013 3,396,853 14.1% 26,508 9.2% 

2014 3,926,395 15.6% 28,909 9.1% 

2015 4,331,658 10.3% 30,394 5.1% 

2016 4,700,000 9.0% 32,661 7.5% 

 

One of the ambitions of Eindhoven Airport is to grow towards 9 million passengers per year in 2025. 

According to agreements with local and national authorities, Eindhoven Airport is already allowed to 

grow towards 43,000 flight movements in 2019. This is comparable with 6 million passengers per year. 

Another ambition is to lower the handling time of passengers and their baggage at the airport. Most 

costs within the business model of Eindhoven Airport are related to handling services (e.g. check-in 
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and baggage handling). All handling activities at Eindhoven Airport are executed by Viggo. Handling 

costs account for approximately 40% of all operational costs of Eindhoven Airport.  

The short-term strategy of Eindhoven Airport is related to this last ambition and was created in 2014 

(Fig. 1).  

Service Ambiance
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l e
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InnovationInnovation

Less handling time per passenger

€

€ €

 

Figure 1. Short-term strategy of Eindhoven Airport (Source: Eindhoven Airport, 2017). 

The heart of Eindhoven Airport’s business processes form the airport’s operation. Eindhoven Airport 

aims to set up these processes in an excellent way, which they define as operational excellence. The 

definition of operational excellence at Eindhoven Airport is twofold. On the one hand, the throughput 

of Eindhoven Airport’s operational processes (e.g. passenger handling, baggage handling, etc.) should 

be as high as possible in the perception of the passengers. On the other hand, Eindhoven Airport aims 

for lowering the handling time per passenger as stated in their ambition.  

Eindhoven Airport tries to set up their operational processes in an excellent way by investing in small 

and large innovations. These innovations can be found in operational processes, but also by applying 

new, and sometimes technology-driven, handling techniques. By executing operational processes in 

an excellent way, resources become available which can be used for improving the ambiance and 

service of the airport towards their customers. Together with speed, ambiance and service form the 

customer perception triangle (yellow triangle in figure 1). A higher speed and an improvement in 

ambiance and service could lead to a higher customer satisfaction. Ultimately, a higher customer 

satisfaction should lead to customers who return to the airport and subsequently more concession 

revenues through catering and retail expenses.  
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1.2 Background of the project 
As stated before, Eindhoven Airport expects to grow towards 6 million passengers in 2019 and 

eventually 9 million passengers in 2025. To facilitate future growth, Eindhoven Airport built a new 

baggage hall for departing hold baggage because capacity of the old baggage hall turned out to be 

insufficient. To keep future operational costs as low as possible, capacity within this new baggage hall 

should be used efficiently. 

When we look closer to the new baggage hall of Eindhoven Airport, we find the baggage handling 

system. The input of this system consists of bags which have been checked-in by passengers in the 

Terminal. The baggage handling system consists of multiple conveyors which automatically transport 

bags via one or more security screening stations to eventually baggage sorting stations. Flights have 

been allocated to baggage sorting stations in advance by a baggage coordinator. The new baggage hall 

consists of three types of baggage sorting stations: lateral chutes, spiral chutes and a carousel. A chute 

can be seen as a slide of which baggage for a flight could be gathered. The carousel can be seen as a 

circular conveyor of which baggage for one or more flights could be gathered. When bags arrive at a 

baggage sorting station, the process which is called make up (i.e. flight building) can start. A baggage 

handler has to check whether the bag is at the right sorting station. Then the baggage handler has to 

put the bag manually in a baggage cart. Baggage carts are placed next to each sorting station. 

The new baggage hall was built by Vanderlande. For determining capacity needs, Vanderlande 

estimated in collaboration with Eindhoven Airport and Viggo for each year the maximum amount of 

flights per rolling hour and the maximum number of active flights at baggage sorting stations (Table 

3).  

Table 3. Baggage hall capacity requirements for each year. 

Year Number of departing flights 

per rolling hour 

Number of active flights at 

baggage sorting stations 

2014 6 12 

2015 7 14 

2018 8 16 

2019 8 16 

>2020 >8 >16 

2025 12 24 
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For doing this, Vanderlande assumed that check-in opens two hours prior to departure time. 

Moreover, Vanderlande assumed 170 passengers on each flight and a bag per passenger ratio of 0.6. 

This means that 60% of all passenger check-in hold baggage. Currently, this ratio is approximately 

equal to 0.36. This value is based on flight data from the period January 2017 – September 2017. In 

2016, this ratio was equal to 0.40 based on the months January 2016 – September 2016. 

Based on the capacity requirements in Table 3, the amount of baggage sorting stations was 

determined. The new baggage hall consist of 9 spiral chutes, 8 lateral chutes and 1 carousel. 

Furthermore, there is space for 2 baggage carts next to each spiral chute and each lateral chute has 

space for 1 baggage cart. Last, the carousel has space for 8 baggage carts. A baggage cart has a capacity 

of approximately 40 bags. If we compare available capacity in the new baggage hall with the old 

baggage hall, we find that this has been doubled (Table 4). 

Table 4. Capacity differences between the old and the new baggage hall. 

 Old baggage hall New baggage hall 

Number of chutes 8 17 

Number of carousels 0 1 

Max. number of baggage carts in hall 14 36 

 

Much has changed with the advent of the new baggage hall. The new baggage hall is approximately 

2.5 times as big in comparison with the previous hall and the amount of chutes has been doubled. 

Furthermore, a carousel has been added as a new type of baggage sorting station. A bigger hall leads 

to larger walking distances for baggage handlers and possible new work systematics. Moreover, a new 

software system has been installed which stores data which is extracted from the baggage handling 

system. 

Since the process of baggage handling grows together with the growth of the airport and Eindhoven 

Airport wants to achieve operational excellence at all their operational processes, there is a joint 

endeavor of Eindhoven Airport and Viggo to get more insights and control related to the operation of 

the new baggage hall. More flights result in more passengers and eventually in more baggage. More 

baggage results also in an increase in the amount of available data which could be derived from the 

baggage handling system. Eindhoven Airport and Viggo want to explore this data en learn from it to 

get more insights in het process of baggage handling and to eventually improve this process.  
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1.3 Problem statement 

As stated before, Viggo is responsible for all handling activities at Eindhoven Airport. So all activities 

related to forecasting, planning and scheduling of staff and assets in the baggage hall are executed by 

Viggo. Until now, Eindhoven Airport has limited knowledge about these activities. Within this project, 

assets are defined as baggage sorting stations and baggage carts. Staff consists of baggage 

coordinators and baggage handlers who work in the baggage hall.  

From initial meetings with Viggo it turned out that baggage coordinators are responsible for allocating 

flights to baggage sorting stations. They allocate flights to baggage sorting stations based on their own 

experience and preferences. This is all done by head which could lead to different schedules of 

different baggage coordinators and subsequently to inefficiencies. Schedules are created at the end 

of each operational day for the next operational day. baggage coordinators indicate that they 

approximately know how much baggage they can expect for each destination. Furthermore, baggage 

coordinators try to minimize the amount of logistic activities when they create a schedule. This means 

keeping walking distances of baggage handlers as low as possible and keeping the amount of baggage 

cart movements in the hall as low as possible.  

Viggo indicated that they are scheduling more working hours in the new baggage hall since walking 

distances in the new hall are larger in comparison with the old baggage hall. These working hours 

consists of hours worked by baggage coordinators and baggage handlers. In the past it occurred 

frequently that platform employees were helping in the baggage hall as well when they had some idle 

time on the platform. This would increase the amount of working hours in the baggage hall. According 

to Viggo, this did not happen frequently last year since the amount of tasks of a platform employee 

has increased as well. This holds especially during the afternoon peak from 12 until 5, when platform 

employees have no time for other tasks. However, it is not known how often this happened last year.  

For keeping the amount of baggage cart movements as low as possible, a flight should be allocated to 

a sorting station in such way that the whole flight can be handled on the baggage cart(s) next to the 

sorting station without adding new carts for that specific flight. So a flight with a maximum of 40 pieces 

of baggage should be allocated to a lateral chute. Furthermore, a flight with more than 40 pieces of 

baggage and a maximum of 80 pieces of baggage should be allocated to a spiral chute. A flight with 

more than 80 pieces of baggage should be allocated to the carousel. If we look to data of 6628 flights 

in 7 consecutive months (March 2017 – September 2017), we find that 45% of all flights were allocated 

to the correct sorting station based on these rules. However, 55% of all flights were allocated to the 

wrong sorting station according to these rules. When we look closer to flights which were allocated 

wrong, then we see that 52% of these flights could have been allocated to a lateral chute. However, 
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these flights were allocated to a spiral chute or the carousel. Moreover, 20% of these flights should 

have been allocated to a spiral chute instead of a lateral chute or the carousel. Last, 28% of the flights 

should have been allocated to the carousel instead of a lateral or spiral chute.  

These percentages could negatively influence the handling time per bag for each day. This holds 

especially for two cases: 

1. For flights which should have been allocated to spiral chutes, but were allocated to a lateral 

chute.  

2. For flights which should have been allocated to the carousel, but were allocated to a lateral 

or spiral chute. 

In these two cases, baggage handlers have to temporarily store full baggage carts outside and put 

empty baggage carts back to finish the make up process for a specific flight. This changing procedure 

costs approximately 3 minutes for a baggage hander. This is only a part of the handling time per bag 

for each day. Until now, Eindhoven Airport has no insights in the required handling time per bag per 

day. Moreover, the handling time per bag is part of the total handling time per passenger. So by 

keeping the handling time per bag as low as possible, it contributes to the ambition of Eindhoven 

Airport as well.  

1.4 Research objective and questions 
Based on the problem context and the problem definition, the objective of the research is defined in 

collaboration with Eindhoven Airport.  

 “The research objective of this project is to make a jointly agreed generic capacity model based on 

all available data and work systematics in the baggage hall, which relates the amount of departing 

hold baggage during a certain time window with the required / expected deployment of staff and 

assets.” 

Based on the objective, the main research question for this research has been developed.  

How should flights be allocated to baggage sorting stations in such a way that staff and assets are 

used most efficiently and what is, based on the allocation strategy and the arrival pattern of hold 

baggage, the handling time per bag in the new baggage hall currently and in the future? 

The main research question is further divided over multiple sub-questions. These sub-questions form 

the outline of the report.  
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1. How does Viggo determine the required amount of handling hours in the new baggage hall? 

For answering the first sub-question, interviews will be conducted with business analysts of Viggo 

to determine their ways of scheduling. Furthermore, data of the VIDI cloud environment will be 

analysed. This is a new system at Eindhoven Airport which was installed with the advent of the 

new baggage hall. The system tracks and stores data from the baggage handling system. By doing 

this, a comparison could be made between the scheduled amount of working hours and the 

number of handled bags for each day. This data can eventually be used to calculate the handling 

time per bag for each day. All results will be validated with Viggo business analysts during initial 

meetings, which are hold every two weeks.  

 

2. What is the arrival pattern of hold baggage in the new baggage hall? 

For answering the second sub-question, data analyses will be performed based on VIDI data. One 

of the variables is the Registration time of each bag. This time measures the time when a bag has 

just entered the baggage hall. This variable is measured for all incoming bags of all flight numbers. 

Another variable which is stored in this system is the standard departure time of each flight 

number. By calculating how much time a bag arrives before departure time for each airline, an 

arrival pattern for departing hold baggage per airline could be created. Due to confidentiality 

reasons, no real names of airlines are given. All results will be validated with Viggo business 

analysts during initial meetings, which are hold every two weeks. 

 

3. How do baggage coordinators allocate flights to baggage sorting stations in the new baggage 

hall?  

For answering the third sub-question, data of the VIDI cloud environment is analysed as well. 

Multiple baggage coordinators indicated that they allocate flights to baggage sorting stations 

based on experience and preferences. Data analyses will be performed to determine chute 

utilization. Furthermore, an indication will be created about the amount of flights which should 

be handled at lateral cutes, spiral chutes and the carousel. Moreover, the system which is used 

for creating flight schedules will be analysed as well. All results will be validated with Viggo 

business analysts during initial meetings, which are hold every two weeks. 

 

4. Which flight to baggage sorting station allocation strategy should be applied to use staff and 

assets most efficiently? 

For answering the fourth sub-question, scientific literature is used in a creative way. Currently, no 

strategies in the literature could be found which allocate flights to baggage sorting stations in such 
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a way that walking distances of baggage handlers in the baggage hall are minimalized and that the 

amount of baggage cart movements at baggage sorting stations is minimized. The work done by 

Ascó et al. (2014) is most comparable, since they created multiple strategies for allocating flights 

to baggage sorting stations as well. One of their objectives was to minimize the distance between 

a baggage sorting station and the corresponding aircraft on the platform. Since this research 

focusses on processes inside the baggage hall, this strategy has been adapted. This results in the 

first strategy. 

Since we want to use sorting stations most efficiently, the capacity at baggage sorting stations 

regarding the number of baggage carts will be taken into account as well. For this strategy the 

assumption should be made that the expected number of bags per flight is known in advance. 

Both new strategies are summarized next. 

 

a. Allocate flights to baggage sorting stations in such a way that the distance which baggage 

handlers have to walk in the baggage hall is minimized. 

 

b. Allocate flights to baggage sorting stations in such a way that the distance which baggage 

handlers have to walk in the baggage hall is minimized and such that the amount of 

baggage cart movements in the baggage hall is minimized. 

Both strategies will be tested via a deterministic discrete event simulation model in a case study 

to determine the influence of each strategy on the handling time per bag. Due to the complexity 

of a baggage handling systems and the interrelationships between multiple components, discrete 

event simulation turns out the best way to model a baggage handling system. Multiple studies 

have already applied discrete event simulation in baggage handling environments for multiple 

research purposes (Cavada et al., 2017; Lin et al., 2015; Ascó et al., 2014). That is why discrete- 

event simulation has been chosen for this project as well. 

5. What is the influence of future passenger growths on the best flight to baggage sorting station 

allocation strategy?  

For answering the fifth sub-question, the results of the previous sub question are taken into 

account. The best performing allocation strategy will be used for performing future scenario 

analyses. Two future scenarios will be analysed, which include the years 2019, 2020, 2021, 2023 

and 2025. Schedules will be created for peak moments of a day in both years based on multiple 

assumptions regarding the number of passengers, baggage and bags per passenger ratios. 
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1.5 Research Methodology 
This research follows the high-level design-focused and theory-based methodology of Van Aken et al. 

(2012). Theory-informed means that the steps analysis and diagnosis and solution design are based 

on a comprehensive, critical and creative use of the literature. Design-oriented means that the actions 

to come up with a solution are guided by a design instead of trial-and-error solution strategies. The 

authors created a generic problem solving cycle to develop solutions for field problems (Fig. 2).  

 

 

Figure 2. The steps in the problem solving cycle of van Aken et al. (2012). 

As shown in this cycle, a complete research project consists of five iterative steps. Since the amount 

of time is limited for this project, the focus is on the first three steps of the problem solving cycle. The 

intervention step and learning/evaluating step are both out of scope for this research. The problem 

definition steps consists of three parts. First the background of the project (i.e. problem context) is 

given. Next the problem is defined based on exploring the business process, interviews with Viggo and 

some first data analyses. This is followed by the research design which consists of the research 

questions and scope of this project. Next, both scientific literature and data related to the problem 

are analysed to support the solution design. Last, the solution design step results in a detailed solution 

design for the problem. The solution is tested in a case-study to investigate the improvement 

potential. 

1.6 Research scope and limitations 

This project focuses only on departing hold baggage from Eindhoven Airport. This process starts when 

hold baggage is checked-in by passengers in the Terminal and ends in this project when a baggage 

handler puts a bag in a baggage cart. Driving baggage carts to the aircraft and loading baggage in the 

aircraft is out of scope. For determining the handling time per bag, only the time which is related to 

Problem 
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diagnosis

Solution 
design

Intervention

Learning and 
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the process of make up at baggage sorting stations is taken into account. This includes walking 

distances to and from baggage sorting stations, checking whether a bag is at the right sorting station, 

register the bag and put the bag in a baggage cart. Furthermore, replacing baggage carts at a baggage 

sorting station is also within the scope of this project. Besides allocating flights to sorting stations, all 

other tasks of baggage coordinators are out of scope (e.g. trouble shooting and administrative work). 

Moreover, time required for breaks and restroom visits of baggage staff are also out of scope. The 

additional work hours of platform employees in the baggage hall is also out of scope since there is no 

information available regarding these hours.  

The work procedures and amount of security operators at the security check in the baggage hall are 

out of scope since these procedures are related to (inter)national regulations. The allocation of flights 

to conventional check-in desks and Drop & Go units is out of scope as well.  

Last, there are some limitations in this project. The real amount of worked hours in the baggage hall 

is not stored for each day. This means that only the scheduled amount of working hours can be taken 

into account for this project. This could lead to comparisons of variables which are not directly 

correlated with each other (e.g. comparison between scheduled amount of working hours and the 

actual number of bags seen on a day). Furthermore, Eindhoven Airport did not define any KPIs for 

monitoring the performance of outgoing baggage.  

1.7 Scientific value and practical relevance 
The “rigor-relevance” debate concerning the output of the research plays always an role. Some 

approaches aim for rigorous descriptions or explanations in highly idealized formal models, while 

other approaches aim for practically relevant recommendations for specific cases. This project 

contains both type of approaches. Within the scientific literature, no strategies have been found which 

improve efficiency of staff in baggage halls at airports by allocating flights to baggage sorting stations 

in such a way that the walking distance of baggage handlers in minimized in the baggage hall and that 

the amount of baggage cart movements is minimized. Both new strategies serve as a contribution to 

the scientific literature. Since the goal of this project is to get practically relevant insights for Eindhoven 

Airport and Viggo based on a capacity model, this study contains the relevant aspect as well.  

1.8 Outline of the research report 
The next chapters are related to the analyses and diagnosis and solution design steps of the problem 

solving cycle. Chapter 2 discusses relevant literature about the project topic, which is used for 

choosing a solution design. In Chapter 3 an analyses is made of the current situation at Eindhoven 

Airport. This chapter is related to sub questions 1, 2 and 3. Chapter 4 describes the solution design 

(i.e. methodology) of the capacity model. Next, a case study is performed in Chapter 5. This is related 
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to sub question 4. Future demand scenarios analyses are performed in Chapter 6. The result is an 

answer to sub question 5. Chapter 7 concludes this research report. This is followed by Chapter 8 

Recommendations and Chapter 9 Discussion. Appendices are added at the end of the report. 
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2 Literature review 
As stated in the previous chapter, one of the aspects of this research is that it is theory-informed. This 

means among others that the solution design is based on a comprehensive, critical and creative use 

of the literature. This chapter aims to review relevant studies from the scientific literature which are 

related to this research project. As described earlier, the journey of a bag starts at the check-in area 

in the Terminal. From here on, it is transported via the baggage handling system to baggage sorting 

stations. Usually baggage sorting stations are assigned to outbound flights before departure (Huang 

et al., 2016). Furthermore, the authors state that the major decision for outbound baggage is to 

allocate flights to baggage sorting stations. In general, this process is also known as scheduling (Pinedo, 

2016). The literature on scheduling is very broad in manufacturing and service industries. First the 

general theory about scheduling is discussed. The literature about allocating flights to baggage sorting 

stations is limited, an overview of the written literature about this topic is given. Since the solution 

design is a discrete event simulation model, this chapter ends with an overview of recent studies 

related to baggage handling systems in which this type of simulation is applied as well. These studies 

indicate why simulation should be used for baggage handling studies instead of other methodologies. 

2.1 General scheduling theory 
According to Pinedo (2016), scheduling is a decision making process which is often applied in 

manufacturing and services industries. The purpose is to allocate resources to tasks over different 

time horizons and subsequently to optimize one or more objectives. Tasks do often have a priority 

level, an earliest stating time and a due date. A common example of scheduling in the aviation industry 

is the gate assignment problem. For solving this problem, the scheduler has to allocate flights to gates 

such that the assignment in feasible and a chose objective is met. Objectives could be to minimize the 

work load and to minimize aircraft delays.  

In general, scheduling problems are noted as the triplet ∝ | 𝛽 | 𝛾 (Graham, 1979). The ∝ part gives 

information about the machine environment, the 𝛽 part of processing characteristics and constraints 

and the 𝛾 part describes the objective(s). When we compare the baggage sorting station allocation 

problem with a manufacturing environment, then the machine environment can be specified as 

identical machines in parallel (𝑃𝑚). This means that there are m identical machines (i.e. chutes) in 

parallel. Each job j (i.e. flight) requires a single operation and could be processed on any machine or 

on any machine that belongs to a certain subset. When we have to take a specific subset (𝑀𝑗) into 

account, then 𝑀𝑗  appears in the 𝛽 part. Another constraint is that a flight can only be allocated to a 

chute during its start time and departure time. So release date 𝑟𝑗  should also be noted in the 𝛽 part. 

Another constraint which could be of importance is related to the assumption of preemptions. When 

preemption is allowed, it is not necessary to keep a job from start time to finish time on the same 
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machine. When this is allowed, this should be put in the 𝛽 part as 𝑝𝑟𝑚𝑝. However, for flight building 

positions it is often not desired to combine multiple flights on one chute in the same time interval. 

Examples of objectives which could be placed in the 𝛾 part could be related to: the makespan, total 

weighted completion and the total weighted tardiness.  

2.2 Assignment of flights to baggage sorting stations 
Most of the solutions which were created in the past for allocating flights to baggage sorting stations 

are based on heuristics. Abdelghany et al. (2006) created a model for assigning outgoing baggage to 

chutes in congested airports. The authors use an activity selection algorithm which is used in general 

for assigning limited resources to prescheduled activities. The model assumes fixed handling start 

times and takes several operational requirements into account (e.g. balancing the workload for 

baggage handlers). The result is a near-optimal solution according to the authors. Bart and Pisinger 

(2012) created a model which relaxes the assumption of the fixed start time of Abdelghany et al. 

(2006). They created two heuristics for this problem. Huang et al. (2016) are the first who solved the 

chute assignment problem optimally. They included uncertainty in the airport operations in their 

model as well and tested the model at a major airport in Asia. Ascó et al. (2014) present different 

constructive algorithms for allocating flights to baggage sorting stations (i.e. chutes). The authors 

defined multiple baggage sorting station selection methods for determining which flights should be 

allocated to which sorting station. 

 First In First Out (FIFO): In the set of available baggage sorting stations, the baggage sorting 

station will be selected with the earliest free service time. This will keep opening service 

stations. According to the authors, this method corresponds with a fair workload per subset 

sorting station. This holds especially for situations where baggage handlers are dedicated to a 

subset of baggage sorting stations (Abdelganhy et al., 2006). 

 Last in First Out: In the set of available baggage sorting stations, the baggage sorting stations 

which has been used most recently will be selected. This method reduces the number of active 

baggage sorting stations in a given time window. This method maximizes the number of flights 

that could be assigned to baggage sorting stations. Although this is often a hard constraint, 

the authors find it interesting to find out when there are too few sorting stations as well when 

there are too more than sufficient sorting stations.  

 Closest: In the set of available baggage sorting stations, the baggage sorting station with the 

least distance to the aircraft on the apron is selected. The aim of this method is to minimize 

the work and time in getting baggage to the aircraft.  
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Both the FIFO and LIFO methods are based on the service time. This time could be extended by some 

idle time to increase the gap between two subsequent flights on the same sorting station. 

Furthermore, this idle time could absorb small disturbances of effects due to uncertainty. By 

increasing the idle time, the allocation process becomes more robust. 

2.3 Simulation for analysing baggage handling systems 
Baggage handling systems are complex systems which include many processes, machines and 

operators (Lin et al., 2015). According to Lin et al. (2015) it is often not possible to make predications 

and test these on site, that is why simulation modeling is a common used method in the scientific 

literature. Furthermore, simulation can lead to knowledge of conditions under which a baggage 

handling system works best (Le et al., 2012). Le et al. (2007) created a discrete event simulation model 

to search for ways to minimize the baggage travel time and maximize the throughput of a baggage 

handling system. Le et al. (2012) created a discrete event simulation model for measuring different 

performance measures and parameters of a baggage handling system. Cavada et al. (2017) presented 

a more detailed discrete event simulation model for the baggage handling system that fully integrates 

all subsystems of the baggage handling system. Since the goal of this study is also the explore future 

capacity and different parameter settings for allocating flights to chutes in the baggage hall, a discrete 

event simulation model is created. 
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3 Current situation analyses 
Within this project, capacity scheduling in the baggage hall is related to the allocation of flights to 

baggage sorting stations and subsequently the influence of a schedule on the handling time per bag. 

This chapter aims to describe and analyse this process based on all available data and, subsequently, 

to answer sub-questions 1, 2 and 3 of this research project. First, the dataset is described which is 

used for all analyses in this chapter. Next the process of baggage handling itself is described. Then the 

general process of capacity scheduling of Viggo is briefly discussed. This is followed by the model which 

was given by Viggo for determining the required amount of baggage handlers in the baggage hall. 

Since this is based on the arrival rate of baggage in the baggage hall, the arrival patterns for bags of 

each airline are determined as well. Last, the current flight to baggage sorting station allocation 

process is further analysed. This is followed by the sub conclusion of this chapter.  

3.1 Available data 
Data from the baggage handling system is stored in a business process intelligence database which 

was created by Vanderlande. Data from this database is automatically extracted every 5 minutes from 

the baggage handling system database via a secure connection to the Vanderlade VIDI cloud 

environment. Eindhoven Airport has access to this cloud environment to get insights in the process of 

baggage handling. Data for this chapter has been manually extracted from the VIDI cloud 

environment. Since this new system is operational since March 2017, only data from the months 

March 2017 until September 2017 have been used for all analyses in this chapter. Before the data was 

analysed, all data from the cloud environment has been cleaned and subsequently integrated in one 

Excel file. The prepared dataset consists of 204 days (March 2017 – September 2017) , 10,540 flights 

and 580,074 bags.  

3.2 The hold baggage flow 
The process of hold baggage starts when passengers drop their hold baggage at either a conventional 

check-in desk or at a Drop & Go unit in the Terminal. A Drop & Go unit is a self-service baggage drop-

off machine. A conventional check-in desk is manned by a staff member of Viggo. At Eindhoven Airport 

there are 10 Drop & Go units and 10 conventional check-in desks. When bags are checked-in, the bag 

gets a physical label and a unique license plate code (LPC) in the system. This is a 9 digit number which 

can be used to identify and track a bag. Based on the prepared dataset, 71% of the standard hold 

baggage is checked-in via Drop & Go units, the remaining 29% is checked-in via conventional check-in 

desks.  

There are two conveyors which transport bags from the check-in area in the Terminal to the baggage 

hall (Fig. 3). There is a separate conveyor for hold baggage which has been checked-in via the Drop & 

Go units and a separate conveyor for hold baggage which has been checked-in via the conventional 
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check-in desks. There are possibilities for cross-over between these conveyors just before the security 

screening. Cross-over could happen when for example one of the screening machines is defect. Then 

all baggage has to be processed via the other conveyor, which limits the amount of bags which could 

enter the baggage hall in a certain time window. 

 

Figure 3. The flow of hold baggage from check-in to the security check in the baggage hall. 

If there are no malfunctions, both conveyors from the check-in area lead to the security screening part 

of the baggage handling system. After security screening, secured bags are transported further via 

conveyors to the baggage sorting system (Fig. 4). When the bag entered the baggage hall it has already 

been scanned by a barcode label scanner. These scanners are placed on both lines after the level 1 

screening machines. Based on the scan results, the baggage handling system knows to which baggage 

sorting station the bag has to be transported. This could also be a dump chute when the label was not 

readable. 

 

Figure 4. The baggage sorting system which transports secured bags to baggage sorting stations. 

At a baggage sorting station, the process of make up starts. Make up (i.e. flight building) is the process 

where the bag is manually put from a sorting station into a baggage cart. During this process the 

baggage handler has to execute multiple actions. The baggage handler has to check whether the bag 

belongs to this flight. Next, one of the stickers of the baggage label is removed from the label and put 

on a administrative sheet to know which bags are on which baggage cart. Eventually, the bag is put 
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manually in the cart. Baggage carts are placed next to the chutes and the carousel, such that baggage 

handlers can put the hold baggage easily in it. According to baggage handling employees in the 

baggage hall, the maximum capacity of one baggage cart is 40 pieces of ‘standard’ hold baggage. 

During the summer, this is approximately 35 because passenger take bigger bags with them according. 

The process of make up for a flight ends 35 minutes before departure time.   

3.3 Capacity planning and rostering at Eindhoven Airport 
In general, the capacity planner of Viggo makes a distinction between different time horizons for 

capacity planning. These time horizons are: 

1. Strategic planning: Long-term forecasts (6 months – 5 years in advance) which focus on the 

amount of passengers and flight movements at Eindhoven Airport and the required amount 

of resources (staff and assets) of Viggo.  

2. Tactical planning: Short-term forecasts and schedules (5 weeks – 6 months in advance). Focus 

areas are seasonal peaks and the recruitment, education and scheduling of the inflow and 

outflow of resources. 

3. Operational planning: Short-term (< 5 weeks) allocation of individual services to employees 

based on the expected workload in accordance with applicable regulations. 

4. Execution: This step is related to the execution of handling activities. 

5. Analysis: The realized amount of resources and the forecast amount of resources are 

monitored for deviations with regard to the forecasts which were made. When there is a large 

gap between the forecast and the real world, then Viggo analyses this situation and will look 

for ways to prevent this.  

Since this research project focusses on an operational question, the operational planning and the 

execution step are elaborated in more detail in the next sub-paragraphs.  

3.3.1 Operational planning 
Schedules are made for each quarter of an operational day. The SkyGuide database of Eindhoven 

Airport is used as input for this process, since this database includes flight schemes. Viggo has software 

which is called Supercap. This program translates the flight schemes of Eindhoven Airport to capacity 

needs per department. So it determines also for the baggage hall the required amount of staff 

deployment per quarter. Supercap calculates the required capacity based on scheduling parameters. 

The most important scheduling parameters are:  

 Expected occupancy rate per week: this expected rate is processed per flight number, which 

includes the expected number of passengers and the expected amount of hold baggage. 
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 Corrections per weekday: Traditionally the Friday and Saturday are the most busiest days at 

Eindhoven Airport. This requires a correction in the planning.  

 Arrival rate of passengers at service stations: based on measurements, the ground handler 

created arrival patterns for the following airlines: Airline A, Airline B and Airline C.  

 Turn-around time of aircraft: Most of the airlines at Eindhoven Airport have a turn-around 

time of 40 – 45 minutes.  

3.3.2 Execution 
For the execution and adjustment of handling activities the ground handler uses the Workbridge 

application. This is a real-time planning tool in which they allocate rostered employees to activities 

such as checking-in passengers or pushing back aircraft. This system also checks whether a certain 

employee is qualified for a certain activity. The Workbridge application is also linked to the Skyguide 

database of Eindhoven Airport. This system does not store the exact amount of executed work hours 

per business process since not all tasks are logged in this system. Nobody knows exactly how much 

working hours there have been worked on a specific day in the baggage hall. Viggo indicated that the 

overview of tasks in Workbridge for the baggage hall is equal to the staff determination model which 

is discussed next. 

3.4 Current model for determining the required amount of staff in the baggage hall 
Viggo determines the required amount of staff per quarter for the baggage hall (Table 5). The input 

for this model is the expected amount of incoming bags in the baggage hall per 15 minutes.  

Table 5. Staff determination model of Viggo for the baggage hall. 

Bag flow per 15 min. # Baggage coordinators / assistants # Additional baggage handlers 

0 0 0 

0.001 1 0 

6 2 0 

33 2 1 

66  2 2 

102 2 3 

138 2 4 

174 2 5 

210 2 6 

246 2 7 

282 2 8 

318 2 9 
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354 2 10 

390 2 11 

426 2 12 

 

When we look to the busiest day in the prepared dataset, we find that the 22nd of July 2017 was the 

busiest day. During this day 4470 bags were processed in the baggage hall (Fig. 5).  

 

Figure 5. Number of incoming bags in the baggage hall during the day on the 22nd of July 2017. 

When we calculate the required amount of working hours for this day based on the model of Viggo, 

this is equal to 56 hours. The model has been filled in for all days in the available dataset (Fig. 6) and 

is verified by Viggo. It should be noted that this figure compares the real amount of bags with the 

scheduled number of working hours.  

 

Figure 6. Number of scheduled working hours per day for all days in the dataset. 
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As shown in figure 6, the scheduled number of working hours follows the line of the realized number 

of bags. Based on this, we could say that Viggo creates a reasonable forecast with their model.  

If we compare the scheduled number of working hours on days with approximately the same number 

of incoming bags differences arise. For example, on the 1st of April there are 2684 bags and on the 9th 

of April there were 2683 bags processed in the baggage hall. However, according to the model it 

requires 39.25 handling hours on the 1st of April and 42.75 handling hours on the 9th of April. A 

difference of 3.5 hour for 1 bag. This difference could be explained by differences in the flight 

schedules on both days according to Viggo. 

To look whether a certain relation exists between the realized number of bags and the scheduled 

number of working hours, a scatterplot has been created (Fig. 7). Based on the R-squared value (𝑅2 = 

0.975), a linear function seems to fit best to the data. Equation (1) has been created by applying linear 

regression in SPSS. Again, it should be noted that there is no direct correlation between both variables 

since a comparison is made between scheduled number of working hours and realized number of 

bags.  

𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 ℎ𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑠 ∗ =  0,008 ∗ (𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑎𝑔𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑑𝑎𝑦)  +  20.639  (1) 

 

 

Figure 7. Relationship between the number of bags and the scheduled number of handling hours. 
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into account when the bag flow per 15 minutes is higher than 33. For the situations with a lower bag 

inflow, it is assumed that one baggage coordinator or assistant handles bags.  

To get an idea of the handling timer per bag, only the time which is executed by baggage handlers is 

taken into account. So working hours of the baggage coordinator and assistant are excluded. Equation 

(1) is adapted and all values were converted to seconds. The new equation (2) with an 𝑅2 of 0.985 

was also created by applying linear regression in SPSS. 

𝑅𝑒𝑞𝑢𝑖𝑟𝑒𝑑 𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 ℎ𝑎𝑛𝑑𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑠𝑒𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑠 =  29.396 ∗ (𝑛𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑏𝑎𝑔𝑠 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑑𝑎𝑦)  (2) 

 

Equation (2) suggests that it takes approximately 30 seconds for a baggage handler to handle one bag. 

So it takes approximately 30 seconds for a baggage handler to walk to a baggage sorting station, to 

perform make up activities and, if necessary, replace baggage carts. This value could also be estimated 

by dividing the scheduled number of working time in seconds by the number of handled bags (Fig. 8). 

Again, there is no direct correlation between these variables. 

 

Figure 8. The average handling time per day per bag. 

As stated before, one of the ambitions of Eindhoven Airport is to lower the total handling time per 

passenger. Since the handling time per bag is part of the total handling time per passenger, a reduction 

in the handling time per bag contributes to the ambition of Eindhoven Airport. The space for 

improvement can be calculated by comparing the handling time per bag based on the Viggo model 

with a lower bound for the handling time per bag. For determining this lower bound it is assumed that 

there is a dedicated handling employee for each baggage sorting station. Based on observations it 

turns out that a baggage handler requires on average 10 seconds for make up activities at a baggage 

sorting station. Furthermore, the baggage handler requires on average 3 minutes to replace of full 

baggage cart of 40 bags. This is equal to 4.5 seconds per bag. In total, the minimum handling time is 
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14.5 seconds per bag. The area between the lower bound and the handling time per bag according to 

the model of Viggo can be seen as the potential space for improvement (Fig. 9). 

 

Figure 9. Potential space for improvement of the average handling time per bag. 

The highest potential space for improvement can be found on less busy days. The less busiest day in 

the dataset is on 2 March 2017, with 1356 bags. On this day there is a potential space for improvement 

of 78.2% reduction in handling time per bag. The most busiest day in the dataset is 22 July 2017, with 

4470 bags. On this day there is a potential space for improvement of 46.3% reduction in handling time 

per bag. On average, the potential space for improvement is 53.0%.  

3.5 Arrival rate of bags at Eindhoven Airport 
One parameter which is taken into account for determining the handling time per bag is the arrival 

rate of passengers at the airport. Since the arrival rate of passengers per airline is confidential, the 

real names of the airlines are not given. In the past, Viggo created arrival rates for Airline A, Airline B 

and Airline C passengers at check-in (Fig. 10). 

 

Figure 10. Arrival rate of passengers per airline at the check-in area. 
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Business analysts of Viggo indicated that this figure could be outdated. New arrival patterns have been 

created for arriving bags in the baggage hall. The measured point is approximately 3 minutes later in 

the process than the patterns measured by Viggo in the check-in area. The new patterns are based on 

the moment that a bag is registered via the barcode scanners. First, the arrival patterns of baggage 

for the airlines Airline A (based on 264,400 bags), Airline B (based on 174,055 bags) and Airline C 

(based on 85,468 bags) is given since these are the airlines with the most hold baggage at Eindhoven 

Airport (Fig. 11). 

 

Figure 11. Arrival patterns of Airline A, Airline B and Airline C bags in the baggage hall. 

There were no arrival patterns measured in the past for the other airlines of Eindhoven Airport. For 

completeness, the arrival patterns of the remaining airlines are also measured during this research 

(Fig. 12). The amount of bag data is limited of these airlines (i.e. Airline D 7,816 bags; Airline E 7,673 

bags; Airline F 10,667 bags and Airline G 4,142 bags) in comparison to Airline A, Airline B and Airline C 

flights. 

 

Figure 12. Arrival patterns of Airline D, Airline E, Airline F and Airline G bags in the baggage hall. 
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3.6 The relation between the staff scheduling and asset scheduling 
Viggo indicated that it is beneficial for baggage handlers to have a maximum of one active flight per 

chute. This reduces the amount of possible faults, because baggage handlers do not have to make a 

distinction between bags of multiple flight. More active flights at baggage sorting stations during a 

time interval results in more incoming bags per 15 minutes, so subsequently to more required baggage 

handlers according to the model of Viggo. However, consider the example when the amount of active 

flights at baggage soring stations is low but the amount of incoming baggage per quarter is relatively 

high. If these flights are allocated to chutes close to each other, less baggage handlers are required 

because they can switch easily between the chutes. As described in the first chapter of this project, 

flights can be allocated to 17 different chutes or to the carousel. Chutes 01 – 09 are known as spiral 

chutes and chutes 11 – 18 are known as lateral chutes. The carousel is also known as chute 21. As 

stated before, a baggage coordinator of Viggo is responsible for allocating flights to baggage sorting 

stations and uses the planning module of the VIBES system for doing this. Two types of planning 

horizons can be distinguished in this system: strategic planning and operational planning.  

3.6.1 Strategic planning 
The strategic plan is a template which defines the time and resource assignment for the baggage 

handling process for each day of a generic week. However, in practice there is no strategic plan. 

Multiple strategic plans could be created. From meetings with Viggo it becomes clear that in the ideal 

world, they would like to have a strategic plan for a summer season and a winter season. 

3.6.2 Operational planning 
An operational plan is created each evening before the next operational day. During the operational 

day, the operational plan could easily be adapted in the case of disruptions. Also the opening and 

closing time of a chute could be changed. The opening and closing time of a chute is in line with the 

opening and closing time of the check-in for a certain flight. A baggage sorting station for a flight closes 

35 minutes before departure time, this holds for all airlines. 

3.6.3 Analyses of flight to baggage sorting station schedules 
As stated earlier, there is a difference in how baggage coordinators allocate flights to baggage sorting 

stations. A first analysis reveals how many flights were allocated per baggage sorting station based on 

the prepared dataset (Fig. 13).  
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Figure 13. Variation in the number of allocated flights per chutes for four different weeks. 

As shown in figure 13, the total number of flights allocated to spiral chutes and the carousel are 

relatively high in comparison to the number of flights allocated to lateral chutes. A first observation is 

that chute 4 is used less than the other spiral chute. It turned out that chute 4 was not operational 

during the first months due to construction works.  

According to the data 38% of all flights should be allocated to a spiral chute (i.e. 2 baggage carts 

required) when we take the amount of baggage carts per baggage sorting station into account. 

Furthermore, 40% of all flight require only one baggage cart. So these flights could be allocated to the 

lateral chutes. The remaining 22% of flights in the dataset require at least three baggage carts. This 

means that the carousel would be a suitable option for those flights. However, in practice 70% of all 

flights were allocated to spiral chutes, 15% to lateral chutes and 15% to the carousel. 

From an interview with a baggage coordinator it follows that chutes are allocated as close as possible 

to the BACO office in the baggage hall. The baggage coordinator said that he prefers to allocate flights 

to nearby active chutes to keep overview and to minimize the walking distances for baggage handlers. 

However, as discussed earlier this allocation process is done based on personal experience. Appendix 

I gives an overview of multiple schedules for multiple days with the same flight schedule. The way 

flights are allocated to chutes in the data serve as current strategy for this project.  

Last, multiple baggage coordinators indicate that there should be a minimum idle time of 10 minutes 

between two consecutive flights on the same chute.  

3.7 Sub conclusion 
The aim of this chapter is to get an answer to the first three sub questions of this research project. All 

insights were created based on data from the VIDI cloud environment.  
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How does Viggo determine the required amount of handling hours in the new baggage hall? 

For determining the required amount of employees in the baggage hall Viggo uses a tool called 

Supercap. A model represents this system and relates the amount of incoming baggage per 15 minutes 

with the required number of baggage coordinators/assistants and additional baggage handlers. By 

comparing the number of scheduled hours in the baggage hall with the number of bags seen on a 

specific day, we see that Viggo creates relatively good estimations with this model. For determining 

the required amount of handling time for one bag, only the column “additional baggage handlers” 

should be taken into account according to Viggo. baggage coordinators / assistants are most of the 

time busy with other tasks such as administrative work and problem solving. So if we only take the 

amount of hours of additional baggage handlers into account, we find an average handling time per 

bag for each month. This could vary due to fluctuations in flight schedules.  

What is the arrival pattern of hold baggage in the new baggage hall? 

In the past, Viggo created patterns for arrival rates for passengers of Airline A, Airline B and Airline C 

at check-in. Since the age of these patterns could not be verified, these arrival rates have been 

calculated again for all airlines of Eindhoven Airport. However, the arrival times were measured in the 

baggage hall this time at the registration barcode scanners. 

How do baggage coordinators allocate flights to baggage sorting stations in the new baggage hall? 

There is a difference in how baggage coordinators allocate flights to baggage sorting stations. They do 

this based on their own experience. New software is available in which a strategic plan and an 

operational plan could be build. However, there is no strategic plan which represents a generic week. 

Instead, an operational plan is created every day. From the analyses it turned out that flights were 

allocated to chutes which are nearby each other and nearby the baggage coordinator office. Data 

shows that 40% of all flights should be allocated to lateral chutes, 38% to spiral chutes and 22% to the 

carousel. In practice, 70% of all flights were allocated to spiral chutes, 15% to lateral chutes and 15% 

to the carousel.   
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4 Solution design 
Eindhoven Airport would like to have a capacity model which represents their baggage handling 

system. With this model they would like to have the opportunity to explore which work systematics 

work well in their new baggage hall and to know the influence of future growth expectations on the 

capacity of their new baggage hall. By applying discrete event simulation, hypothetical operating 

strategies can be evaluated. A discrete event simulation model was built in Enterprise Dynamics. This 

is a deterministic model and represents the baggage handling system of Eindhoven Airport. A 

description of the model is given first. There are some underlying assumptions which were made 

during the development of this model. These are discussed next. Before the model could be applied, 

some preprocessing work has to be executed in Excel. This procedure is elaborated in more detail. 

When the model is fed with the preprocessed data, it is ready to run. For this research, two new flight 

to baggage sorting station strategies will be tested. Both are described in more detail. After a 

simulation run, post-processing is required to get the handling time per bag per day. This value serves 

as KPI in this research project, since Eindhoven Airport did not define any KPIs for outgoing baggage.  

4.1 Simulation model description 
The simulation model which is built in Enterprise Dynamics consists of different so called “atoms”. 

These atoms are the building blocks for the simulation model and they all have their own parameter 

settings. Since the focus of this project is on the baggage handling system of Eindhoven Airport, the 

model starts when bags enter the baggage hall and ends at baggage sorting stations where the make 

up process of flights is done (Fig. 14).  

 

Figure 14. Overview of the simulation model. 
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When the simulation is started, baggage pieces enter the model in the left corner at the registration 

atom. Baggage is transported via accumulating conveyors to either the security part of the system or 

directly to the baggage sorting system when they were cleared after the first two security screenings. 

All conveyors have the same length as in the real baggage handling system. Security levels are shown 

as server atoms in the model. Baggage sorting stations are modeled as queue atoms. Bags are picked 

from a chute via a First In First Out policy since a baggage handler can only pick a bag which is in the 

front of the chute. The process of make up at each chute is modeled as a processer atom which only 

works when there is an operator atom (i.e. baggage handler) available. The carousel is also modeled 

as a queue atom. Bags are randomly picked from this queue atom by an operator (i.e. baggage 

handler) since this also happens at the real carousel. Operators walk through the model “as the crow 

flies”. Distances between baggage sorting stations are based on real distances in blueprints of the 

baggage hall. When a bag arrives at the chute or carousel queue atom, it will stay there until a baggage 

handler removes it for make up. All baggage handlers can serve all baggage sorting stations. When a 

baggage handler is ready, then the bag is removed from the system and is considered to be 

successfully transported to and loaded into the aircraft. The simulation run ends when all bags are 

handled or when a certain amount of time defined by the user has ended. The programmed code 

behind this model can be found in Appendix II. 

4.2 Model assumptions 
Due to the large amount of events that could occur in a baggage handling system, assumptions have 

been made during the design phase for reasons of simplicity.  

 Both incoming conveyor belts from the check-in area work appropriately, so no cross-over is 

needed between the two lines before the level 1 security screening machines.  

 All security screening machines work appropriately, so no restarts are required. 

 Both 360 degrees barcode registration scanners work appropriately.  

 All baggage barcode labels are read by the barcode registration scanner, there are no “no-

reads” and “multi-reads” of baggage barcode labels. 

 For sake of simplicity, there occur no conveyor incidents such as bag jams.  

 After all security screenings, all baggage is accepted. No baggage has to be removed from the 

system because it contains explosives or other dangerous / forbidden goods. 

 All baggage sorting stations are operational. 

 When a chute is full, the bag goes for another round on the sorting system. 

 Only one flight can be active on a chute. 

 Bags leave the simulation systems after they have been put in baggage carts. 
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 All baggage handlers have the same and a constant labor productivity during the operational 

day.  

 When there arrives a bag at a chute, an available baggage handler is directly going to process 

the bag.  

4.3 Preprocessing 
The deterministic simulation model of the baggage handling system of Eindhoven Airport requires 

preprocessed data. Data has to be prepared before a simulation run. Data can be categorized in two 

categories: data related to bags and other data. An overview of all parameters which require data as 

input is given in table 6.  

Table 6. Parameters of the baggage handling system simulation model. 

Atom  Parameter Description 

Registration Inter-arrival time (s) Real data of arriving bags at the 

barcode label scanners. 

 Time till first product (s) Real data of the time at which 

the first bag is registered in the 

system. 

 Input line number Real data which shows which 

bags enter the system via line 1 

and which bags via line 2. 

 Flight number Real data which connects a bag 

with a flight number. 

Conveyor Length (m) The length of a conveyer. 

Security screening Cycle time (s) The time it takes to accepts or 

reject one bag at each security 

level. 

 Screening rate The percentage of accepted 

and rejected bags at each 

security level. 

Chute Capacity (bags) The capacity of each chute 

measured in number of bags. 

 Bag processing times per 

baggage handler (s) 

Average time which it takes for 

a baggage handler to remove 

the bag from a chute, put the 
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sticker in the register, place the 

bag in the baggage cart and to 

be ready for the next bag. 

Carousel Capacity (bags) The capacity of the carousel 

measured in number of bags. 

 Bag processing times per 

baggage handler (s) 

Average time which it takes for 

a baggage handler to remove 

the bag from the carousel, put 

the sticker in the register, place 

the bag in the baggage cart and 

to be ready for the next bag. 

 

Data related to bags is required for the registration atom as shown in table 6. This data is read from 

an Excel file which should be connected to the simulation model. This is done via an ExcelActiveX 

atom. The simulation model requires the following input variables from Excel: inter-arrival time 

(seconds) of each bag, first bag arrival time (seconds), flight number of each bag, input line number of 

each bag and allocated chute number of each bag. The flight number, input line number and chute 

number can be found directly for each bag in the VIDI cloud environment of Eindhoven Airport. 

Furthermore, the registration time of each bag is also stored in the VIDI cloud environment. All these 

values should be copied in the Excel file which is linked to the simulation model. The column number 

of each variable in the Excel file should match with the column number entered in the model which 

reads the data. The “first bag arrival time” is one number, which is equal to the earliest registration 

time of a bag at a certain day. Last, the inter-arrival time in seconds is determined by sorting the 

registration times over all bags from earliest to latest. Next, the time difference in seconds between 

two consecutive bags can be determined. Enterprise Dynamics reads all times in seconds by default.  

Other data is required for security screening processes, the process of make up at each baggage 

sorting station and conveyor specifications. These values do not depend on a bag and are always the 

same. These values are related to the conveyor atoms, security screening atoms, chute atoms and 

carousel atoms as shown in table 5. 

4.4 New strategies 
In this research, a strategy is defined as a way of allocating flights to baggage sorting stations. Two 

potential new strategies are discussed which could result as key solutions for this research project. 
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These strategies will be tested via this methodology in a case study in the next chapter. Both new 

strategies are discussed next. 

4.4.1 Strategy A: closest distance without chute preference 
In this strategy, the chute with the closest distance to an already open chute is selected. This scenario 

is a variant of Ascó’s et al. (2014) closest strategy of who allocate flights to chutes with the least 

distance to the corresponding flight on the platform. In this variant, the strategy should reduce the 

distance which baggage handlers have to walk in the baggage hall for make-up activities. First, an 

overview has been created with the distances between all baggage sorting stations (Appendix III). 

Based on these distances, the first flight of a day is allocated to the chute which has the least average 

distance to all other chutes (i.e. chute 13). Then, for each flight on that day, a chute is selected which 

is the closest to the previous chute(s). Only one flight is allowed per chute and there should always be 

a minimum of 10 minutes idle time between two consecutive flights on the same chute. This does not 

hold for chute 21 (i.e. the carousel), where multiple flights could be active simultaneously. Chutes 

close 35 minutes before departure time. The allocation process is done in Excel. Enterprise dynamics 

reads the flight-chute combinations subsequently from Excel as input parameter. The logic behind 

strategy A at Eindhoven Airport is shown in Appendix IV.  

4.4.2 Strategy B: closest distance with chute preference 
This strategy is based on the same distance matrix as used in strategy A. However, this strategy does 

not only allocate flights to chutes based on the distances in Appendix III. This strategy does also 

assume that a baggage coordinator knows the exact amount of hold baggage for each flight. This 

information could be used for determining whether a flight should be allocated to a lateral chute, 

spiral chute or the carousel. As discussed earlier, a lateral chute has space for one baggage cart and a 

spiral chute has space for two baggage carts. The carousel has space for approximately 8 baggage carts 

at the same time. A baggage cart has a capacity of 40 bags. This means that flights with no more than 

40 bags should be allocated to lateral chutes. Flights with more than 40 bags and less than 80 bags 

should be allocated to spiral chutes. And finally, flights with more than 80 bags should be allocated to 

the carousel. By doing this, baggage handlers only have to drive once to the aircraft. As in strategy A, 

only one flight is allowed to be active per chute and there should always be a minimum of 10 minutes 

idle time between two consecutive flights on the same chute. This does not hold for chute 21 (i.e. the 

carousel), where multiple flights could be active on the same time. Chutes close 35 minutes before 

departure time. The allocation process is done in Excel. Enterprise dynamics reads the flight-chute 

combinations subsequently from Excel as input parameter. The logic behind strategy B at Eindhoven 

Airport is shown in Appendix V. 
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4.5 Post-processing 
The last step is to evaluate whether the applied new strategy works well and significantly better than 

the current strategy. The evaluation of a new strategy is based on comparing the handling time per 

bag in the new strategy with the handling time per bag in the current situation. Although Eindhoven 

Airport and Viggo did not define any KPIs for outgoing baggage, the handling time per bag is seen as 

the KPI which could be improved in this research. The simulation model stores data about each 

operator (i.e. baggage handler) during each run. It registers for each operator the following two 

variables: 

 Status Idle; 

 Status Busy. 

These values are given as fractions of the total simulation time. This means that the simulation time 

should only cover the working day hours, otherwise the fraction “status idle” becomes too high. These 

values are given as an output table in Enterprise Dynamics when an experiment is performed. This 

data can subsequently be written to Excel. In Excel, these values are multiplied with the simulation 

time, such that the time in seconds is known for each of the two variables. The sum of “busy” times 

of all operators indicate the amount of handling time for one day. By dividing this number by the 

number of bags, the handling time per bag can be calculated. By applying a paired samples t-test (i.e. 

dependent t-test) in SPSS, it could be evaluated whether one strategy works significantly better than 

another strategy. This test compares the means between two related groups on the same dependent 

variable. The dependent variable is the handling time per bag and the two related groups would be 

the handling time per bag in the current strategy and the handling time per bag after applying a new 

strategy.  
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5 Case study 
This aim of this chapter is to conduct a case study based on the solution methodology from the 

previous chapter and to subsequently answer sub-question 4 of this research project. This case study 

should result in insights with regard to the best flight to chute allocation strategy and subsequently 

the effect of this strategy on the handling time per bag. First, the data for this case study and the 

model settings are described. Next, the model is validated. This is followed by a description of the 

current situation, including the improvement potential in the case study. Next, the simulation results 

of strategies A and B are presented. The results of both strategies are compared with the current 

strategy. Furthermore, a comparison in robustness is made and a sensitivity analysis is conducted. 

Last, the sub conclusion of this chapter is given.  

5.1 Data for case study 
As discussed in Chapter 3, the amount of handled hold baggage per day varies between 1662 and 4470 

bags in the whole dataset. In agreement with Viggo, the month June has been chosen for this case 

study since this month can be seen as a steady month. After cleaning the dataset, 26 days remained. 

The other 4 days of June were not stored correctly in the VIDI cloud environment. The minimum 

number of bags on a day in June was equal to 1,993 bags and the maximum number of bags on a day 

is equal to 3,243 bags. When we look to the number of flights per day, then we find a minimum of 46 

and a maximum of 58 flights per day. In sum, the month contains of 72,326 handled bags and 1,402 

handled flights in the dataset.  

5.2  Model settings 
For performing a case study, parameters in the model should be set. The model settings for this case 

study are: 

 91% of all incoming baggage is accepted after the Level 2 screening, 6% after the Level 3 

screening and 3% after the Level 4 screening.  

 The duration of a security level 3 screening is 10 seconds. 

 The duration of security level 4 screenings is 15 seconds. 

 The capacity of a spiral chute is 15 bags.  

 The capacity of a lateral chute is 10 bags. 

 The capacity of the carousel is 200 bags. 

 The capacity of a baggage cart is 40 bags.  

 If the time between two consecutive flights on a spiral chute is larger than 30 minutes, than a 

baggage handler does not have to place new baggage carts at the spiral chute. Otherwise, it 

takes 3 minutes to place new baggage carts at the spiral chute. 
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 If the time between two consecutive flights on a lateral chute is larger than 20 minutes, than 

a baggage handler does not have to place a new baggage cart at the lateral chute. Otherwise, 

it takes 3 minutes to place a new baggage cart at the lateral chute. 

 It takes a baggage handler 30 seconds for handling one bag. 

 There are 7 baggage handlers available. 

 There are sufficient baggage carts. 

5.3 Model validation 
To test whether the simulation model is comparable with the real baggage handling system, the 

throughput time of a bag in the simulation model is compared with the throughput time of a bag 

recorded in the data. This comparison is made for every chute (Fig 15). The throughput time is defined 

as the difference between the deregistration moment of the bag at a chute and the registration 

moment of a bag at the barcode label scanners.  

As shown in figure 15, the throughput times of bags in the simulation model are close to the real 

throughput times based on data. On average, there is a difference of 6.5% in throughput time between 

the simulated model and the dataset.  

5.4 The current strategy 
As stated in Chapter 3, baggage coordinators allocate flights to chutes based on their own experience 

and preferences. There is no rule of thumb which helps them to do this. To check the impact of this 
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strategy, the whole month June is simulated first according to the schedule which has been applied in 

real life. Since it is not known whether the scheduled number of baggage handling hour was sufficient 

in real life, the results of the first simulation runs serve as baseline results (Table 7). Both new 

strategies will be compared to the current strategy to investigate whether they increase or decrease 

the handling time per bag. 

Table 7. The handling time per bag (seconds) based on the current strategy. 

Current strategy (handling time per bag in seconds) 

Minimum Mean Maximum 

27.7 31.9 43.7 

 

The potential space for improvement has already been calculated in Chapter 3. Since this case study 

focusses on the month June, the potential space for improvement in June is given (Fig. 16). 

 

Figure 16. Potential space for improvement of the handling time per bag in June. 

If we look to the total number of flights per chute in this month (Fig. 17), we see that 71% of the flights 

in June were allocated to spiral chutes. The lateral chutes and the carousel received less flights, 

respectively 24% and 5%. This is in line with analyses of Chapter 3, in which it turned out that most 

flights were allocated to spiral chutes although they could have been allocated to lateral chutes as 

well. 
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Figure 17. Number of flights per chute in current strategy. 

5.5 Testing new strategies 
As discussed in Chapter 4, two new strategies have been created for allocating flights to baggage 

sorting stations in such a way that the required amount of handling time per bag could be minimalized. 

For testing the effect of both strategies, all 26 days of the month June are simulated. Since the goal of 

this study is to determine the influence of a distance strategy on the handling time per bag, a fixed 

number of baggage handlers is set available in the simulation model during each day. This amount has 

been set to 7 baggage handlers, because some days were not feasible with less than 7 baggage 

handlers in the simulation model. The results of both strategies are discussed next. 

5.5.1 Results of strategy A 
In strategy A, only the distances between baggage sorting stations are taken into account, which 

means that every flight can be allocated to each baggage sorting station. Based on the simulation 

results it turned out that the handling time per bag in strategy A is higher for most of the days in 

comparison with the current strategy. We see that on 2 days, strategy A performed better than the 

current strategy. However, on 24 days strategy A performed worse than the current strategy (Table 

8).  

Table 8. The handling time per bag (seconds) for the current strategy and strategy A. 

Current strategy Strategy A Performance 

Minimum Mean Maximum Minimum Mean Maximum # A better # A worse 

27.7 31.9 43.7 23.3 34.5 39.7 2 24 

 

No improvements in handling time per bag are made based on the minimum, maximum and mean 

values. To test whether this result is significant, a paired samples t-test has been conducted. This test 
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compares the handling time per bag in the current strategy and strategy A. There is a significant 

difference in the scores between the current strategy (mean = 31.86, standard deviation = 3.60) and 

strategy A (mean = 34.51, standard deviation = 2.58) conditions; t(25) = -3.84, p <0.05. This result 

suggest that strategy A which minimizes the walking distance of baggage handlers performs worse 

than the current strategy. As stated before, a disadvantage of lateral chutes is that they have space 

for only 1 baggage cart. Even a flight with 195 bags was allocated to a lateral chute in strategy A. This 

means that a baggage cart has to be changed every 40 bags. Since it takes approximately 3 minutes to 

change one baggage cart, this is already equal to 12 minutes of additional handling time for only 

changing carts.  

If we look to the allocation of flights to baggage sorting stations in strategy A, 70% of all flights were 

allocated to lateral chutes, while spiral chutes received only 29% of the flights. The carousel was only 

used for 7 flights, which accounts for 1% (Fig 18). 

 

Figure 18. Number of flights per chute in the current strategy and strategy A. 

5.5.2 Strategy B 
In strategy B, not only the distances between the baggage sorting stations are taken into account but 

it is also assumed that the amount of bags per flight is known in advance to reduce baggage cart 

movements in the baggage hall. By analyzing data from the past, Viggo could forecast this number as 

well. Based on the simulation results it turns out that the handling time per bag in strategy B is lower 

for 25 days in comparison with the current strategy (Table 9). The current strategy performed better 

than strategy B on only one day. 

Table 9. The handling time per bag (seconds) for the current strategy and strategy B. 

Current strategy Strategy B Performance 

Minimum Mean Maximum Minimum Mean Maximum # B better # B worse 

27.7 31.9 43.7 24.1 24.7 30.9 25 1 
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As shown in the results, a minimum improvement of 13.0% in handling time per bag could be realized. 

The maximum improvement which could be realized is a reduction of 29.3% in the handling time per 

bag. The average improvement which could be realized is a reduction of 22.6% in the handling time 

per bag. To test whether these results are significant, a paired samples t-test has been conducted. This 

test compares the handling time per bag in the current strategy and strategy B. There is a significant 

difference in the scores between the current strategy (mean = 31.86, standard deviation = 3.60) and 

strategy B (mean = 24.70, standard deviation = 1.31) conditions; t(25) = 9.16 , p <0.05. This results 

suggest that strategy B which minimizes the walking distance of baggage handlers and takes the 

number of bags into account really does have an effect on the handling time per bag. 

If we compare the number of flights allocated to each baggage sorting with the current strategy, then 

we find in the current strategy 24% of all flights were allocated to lateral chutes. In strategy B, 43% of 

all flights were allocated to lateral chutes. Furthermore, 71% of all flights were allocated to spiral 

chutes in the current strategy, while this number is equal to 38% in strategy B. Last, the carousel is 

used more often. In the current strategy, 5% of the flights were allocated to the carousel while this is 

20% of all flights in strategy B (Fig. 19). 

 

Figure 19. Allocated number of flights in the current strategy and Strategy B. 

5.6 Robustness 
Ascó et al. (2014) defines robustness as: “the ability to absorb the effects of uncertainty and variability 

in a schedule”. Furthermore, the authors argue that more robust schedules are preferred over less 

robust schedules. In this research, the gap between two consecutive flights on the same chute is used 

as a measure of robustness. The values regarding robustness are calculated for the current strategy, 

strategy A and strategy B. It turns out that within the current strategy there is an average time of 53.12 
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minutes between two consecutive flights on the same chute. This value is on average equal to 47.44 

minutes for strategy A and 78.60 minutes for strategy B. So, strategy B could be defined as more robust 

in comparison with the other two strategies. The carousel is not taken into account for these 

calculations, since it is allowed to have multiple active flights on the carousel at the same time. 

5.7 Sensitivity analysis 
The model settings could have an influence on the simulated amount of handling hours. Although the 

model settings have been discussed with Viggo and are as realistic as possible, it is interesting to find 

out whether a change in one model setting influences the results of the best strategy (i.e. Strategy B).  

The model setting which is most likely to vary in real life is the capacity of a baggage cart. This value 

could be 35 instead of 40 during summer periods when passengers carry bigger bags with them. 

Furthermore, we see a trend that passengers have to check-in cabin trolleys as well. These trolleys are 

smaller, which could increase the capacity of a baggage cart. So a value of 45 is tested as well. A 

sensitivity analyses is performed to test whether the value of the capacity of a baggage cart influences 

the results of strategy B.  

The sensitivity analysis is applied to the most busiest day (i.e. 3243 bags), the less busiest day (i.e. 

1993 bags) and an average day (i.e. 2778 bags) of the month June. The handling time per bag is shown 

in table 10.  

Table 10. The handling time per bag (seconds) for three different days and baggage cart loads. 

 35 bags per cart 40 bags per cart 45 bags per cart 

Most busiest day 24.53 24.16 24.34 

Less busiest day 25.18 24.26 24.26 

Average day 25.33 24.23 24.23 

 

If we compare both situations with the current situation (i.e. 40 bags per cart) then we find that on 

the most busiest day 40 bags per cart results in the lowest handling time per bag. On the less busiest 

day, the handling time per bag for 40 bags per cart and 45 bags per cart is equal. The handling time 

per bag for 35 bags per cart is 12.9% higher than the current situation on the less busiest day. Last, if 

we look to an average day we find that there is no difference in the handling time per bag with 40 

bags per cart and 45 bags per cart. On this day, the 35 bags per cart value increases the amount of 

handling time per bag with 18.6%.  

5.8 Sub conclusion 
The aim of this case study was to test which strategy has the best effect on the handling time per bag. 

This answers the fourth sub-question.  
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Which flight to baggage sorting station allocation strategy should be applied to use staff and assets 

most efficiently? 

Three strategies have been tested via a simulation model in this study: the current strategy, strategy 

A and strategy B. All results are based on real data from the month June 2017. The current strategy 

was equal to the current flight to baggage sorting station allocation of Viggo. Strategy A allocates flight 

to baggage sorting stations based on only the distance between baggage sorting stations. Lateral 

chutes are most preferred in this strategy because the distance between these chutes is the smallest 

at Eindhoven Airport. However, strategy A resulted in significantly worse performance in comparison 

with the current strategy in the month June. The additional required handling time could be related 

to the many baggage cart movements. Strategy B allocates flights to baggage sorting stations by taking 

distances between baggage sorting stations and the capacity of baggage sorting stations into account. 

The strategy assumes that the amount of bags per flight is known in advance. This resulted in a 

significant improvement in the month June, since it lowers the handling time per bag. As shown in the 

results, a maximum improvement of 29.3% in handling time per bag could be obtained by 

implementing strategy B. Since airports have to deal with irregularities in flight schemas, the 

robustness of both strategies has been tested as well. If we compare both new strategies to the 

current strategy, then we find that strategy A is 11% less robust and strategy B is 48% more robust. 

This means that within strategy B, there is more space for unexpected events such as flight delays or 

errors in the baggage hall. Last, a sensitivity analysis has been performed to test the influence of the 

capacity of a baggage cart on handling time per bag in strategy B. We find that if bags become bigger 

and the capacity of a baggage cart shrinks towards 35 bags, then the amount of handling time per bag 

increases. In contrary, if passengers check-in more trolleys instead of large bags (i.e. 45 bags per 

baggage cart) then there is no difference in the amount of handling time per bag.  
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6 Future demand scenario analyses 
One of the requirements of the capacity model is that it should be able to give insights regarding the 

future capacity of the baggage hall. The aim of this chapter is to create these future insights and find 

an answer to the fifth sub-question of this research project. Vanderlande has built the new baggage 

hall based on capacity assumptions regarding the future. These assumptions are taken into account 

as well for future demand scenario analyses and are presented first. Next, the expected number of 

passengers and bags for a morning peak in each year is determined. The expected number of 

passengers is required for determining the expected number of bags based on the bag per passenger 

ratio. Next, the future demand scenarios are described which will be analyzed based on strategy B. 

This is followed by the results. Last, the sub conclusion of this chapter is given. 

6.1 Capacity assumptions Vanderlande new baggage hall 
First of all Vanderlande assumed that check-in opens 2 hour before departure time. Furthermore, the 

amount of passengers per flight was assumed to be 170 and the bag per passenger ratio was assumed 

to be 0.6. However, this ratio is currently equal to 0.36 as described in Chapter 1. With regard to the 

number of active flights at make-up, Vanderlande used the following values (Table 11). These value 

are based on the amount of flights per rolling hour multiplied by two, since Vanderlande assumed that 

check-in opens two hours before departure time.  

Table 11. Capacity requirements made by Vanderlande for the new baggage hall. 

 Number of active flights at baggage sorting stations 

2018 16 

2019 16 

>2020 >16 

2025 24 

 

6.2 Expected number of passengers and bags per year 
For determining the expected number of passengers per year, extrapolation has been applied to the 

growth figures of past years (Fig. 20). This results in approximately the same number of expected 

number of passengers per year as Eindhoven Airport already indicated (i.e. 6 million passengers in 

2019 and 9 million passengers in 2025). 
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Figure 20. Expected number of passengers per year based on extrapolation. 

If we assume that the amount of passengers per year is uniformly distributed over the year, the 

expected amount of passengers per day can be calculated. By dividing this value by two, the expected 

amount of departing passengers per day is calculated. Subsequently, this is multiplied by the bags per 

passenger ratio to get the number of departing bags for each day. The current value of this ratio is 

0.36. This value has already become smaller with regard to previous year (i.e. a ratio of 0.4). So it could 

be that this value keeps decreasing over the years. For the first 5 scenario it is assumed that the ratio 

remains 0.36. However, it is interesting to see what happens if passengers take more bags with them. 

That is why a ratio of 0.6 is also taken into account for the future demand scenario analyses. So 

scenarios are created for both ratios (Table 12).  

Table 12. Expected amount of departing passengers and bags per day per year. 

Year Expected number of 

departing passengers 

per day 

Expected number of 

departing bags per 

day (ratio = 0.36) 

Expected number of 

departing bags per day 

(ratio = 0.6) 

2019 8,219 2,959 4,932 

2020 8,904 3,205 5,342 

2021 9,589 3,452 6,753 

2023 10,822 3,896 6,493 

2025 12,329 4,438 7,397 

 

6.3 Future scenarios 
Since the focus of the scenario analyses is on applying strategy B in multiple scenarios regarding the 

number of active flights at baggage sorting stations, it is not required to create a full day flight 

schedule. The maximum number of active flights at baggage sorting stations is regarded as a peak 

moment. One of the peak moments in the baggage hall of Eindhoven Airport is the morning peak. The 

morning peak starts in the baggage hall around 04:30 and ends around 08:00. The first rolling hour in 

which flights depart is between 7:00 and 8:00 in the morning. Based on data of the months March 
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2017 – September 2017, the morning peak possesses approximately 25% of all baggage on an 

operational day. Peak schedules are created based on data of July 2017, since this is the busiest month 

in the whole dataset. The maximum of active flights at baggage sorting stations is found between 

06:00:00 and 07:00:00 in all scenarios. All arrival rates are based on real data which were gathered 

from real flights schedules of the month July 2017. An overview of all scenarios is given in table 13. 

The created peak schedules for each scenario can be found in Appendix VI. 

Table 13. Overview of future scenarios. 

 Year Bags per 

passenger ratio 

Maximum number of 

active flights at 

baggage sorting 

stations 

Excepted number 

of bags in 

morning peak 

Scenario A 2019 0.36 16 728 

Scenario B 2020 0.36 18 801 

Scenario C 2021 0.36 20 863 

Scenario D 2023 0.36 22 974 

Scenario E 2025 0.36 24 1,110 

Scenario F 2019 0.6 16 1,208 

Scenario G 2020 0.6 18 1,274 

Scenario H 2021 0.6 20 1,435 

Scenario I 2023 0.6 22 1,631 

Scenario J 2025 0.6 24 1,835 

 

6.4 Results 
All future demand scenarios are tested via the simulation model. First, a baseline of the handling time 

per bag has been set for each year by using equation (2). This can be compared with the handling time 

per bag based on simulation results for each scenario (Table 14).  

Table 14. Estimated handling time (seconds) based on the number of bags per scenario. 

Year Number of bags Estimated handling 

time per bag baseline 

(seconds) 

Handling time per 

bag strategy B 

(seconds) 

Scenario A 728 29.40 21.02 

Scenario B 801 29.40 21.39 

Scenario C 863 29.40 20.57 
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Scenario D 974 29.40 20.74 

Scenario E 1110 29.40 21.50 

Scenario F 1208 29.40 19.76 

Scenario G 1274 29.40 21.14 

Scenario H 1435 29.40 19.19 

Scenario I 1631 29.40 21.01 

Scenario J 1835 29.40 21.01 

 

When we compare the simulation results with the baseline for each year, then we find that strategy 

B performs also better in the future under the assumptions of this scenario analyses. An interesting 

observation is the percentage of flights per baggage sorting station over the scenario years (Table 15).  

Table 15. Percentage of flights per type of baggage sorting station for both ratios in each year. 
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Lateral 

chutes 

43.75% 44.44% 45.00% 45.45% 41.67% 

Spiral chutes 43.75% 44.44% 40.00% 36.36% 45.83% 

Carousel 12.50% 11.11% 15.00% 18.18% 12.50% 
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Lateral 

chutes 

18.75% 22.22% 25.00% 22.73% 20.83% 

Spiral chutes 43.75% 44.44% 40.00% 40.91% 37.50% 

Carousel 37.50% 33.33% 35.00% 36.36% 41.67% 

 

Based on these results we could say that flights are allocated to the carousel more often if the bags 

per passenger ratio increase from 0.36 to 0.6. Due to this, flights are allocated less often to lateral 

chutes. Although the capacity of the baggage hall is still sufficient according to the created morning 

peaks until 2025, lateral chutes should not become less preferred. A direction for future research is to 

come up with strategies which allocates one flight to multiple chutes by keeping the amount of 

walking distances and baggage cart movements minimized. An example is to allocate flights which 

should be allocated to spiral chutes according to strategy B to lateral chutes. This could increase the 

utilization rate of lateral chutes. An example is illustrated below. 

For example, flights which should be allocated to a spiral chute according to strategy B could also be 

divided over two lateral chutes. This adaption has been simulated for future scenarios with the bags 

per passenger ratio of 0.6 since lateral chutes are used less often in these scenarios. So the only 

adaption which is made it that a flight with 40 – 80 bags is allocated to two lateral chutes if these are 
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available. When this is not the case, the flight is allocated to a spiral chute. When a flight is allocated 

to two lateral chutes, bags are divided equally over the two chutes. The impact of such an adaption 

on the handling time per bag is shown in table 16. 

Table 16. Estimated handling time (seconds) in strategy B and the adapted version of strategy B. 

 Number of bags Handling time per bag 
strategy B (seconds) 

Handling time per bag adapted 

strategy B (seconds) 

Scenario F 1208 19.76 19.25 

Scenario G 1274 21.14 21.61 

Scenario H 1435 19.19 22.18 

Scenario I 1631 21.01 21.76 

Scenario J 1835 21.01 21.01 

 

As shown in table 16, the adapted version of strategy B results in small differences regarding the 

handling time per bag. However, there is a bigger difference in the amount of allocated flights per 

baggage sorting station compared to strategy B (Table 17).  

Table 17. Percentage of flights per baggage sorting station for strategy B and strategy B adapted. 

 
Lateral chutes Spiral chutes Carousel 

 
Strategy B Strategy B 

adapted 
Strategy B Strategy B 

adapted 
Strategy B Strategy B 

adapted 
Scenario F 18.75% 37.50% 43.75% 25.00% 37.50% 37.70% 

Scenario G 22.22% 38.89% 44.44% 27.78% 33.33% 33.33% 

Scenario H 25.00% 40.00% 40.00% 25.00% 35.00% 35.00% 

Scenario I 22.73% 36.36% 40.91% 27.27% 36.36% 36.36% 

Scenario J 20.83% 33.33% 37.50% 25.00% 41.67% 41.67% 

 

Although the adapted version of strategy B does not reduce the handling time per bag, it shows that 

lateral chutes do not have to be used less often in the future due to their limited capacity. This is just 

an example of how a baggage coordinator could be creative with strategy B in the future. Furthermore, 

the model created in this research project can be used for all kind of testing purposes.  

6.5 Sub conclusion 
The aim of these future demand scenario analyses was to create future insights based on strategy B. 

The results is an answer to the fifth sub research question.  
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What is the influence of future passenger growths on the best flight to baggage sorting station 

allocation strategy? 

Scenario analyses have been performed for morning peaks in the years 2019, 2020, 2021, 2023 and 

2025. If we compare the handling time per bag in each scenario with the handling time per bag based 

on equation (2), we find that strategy B still performs better in the future. Furthermore, we find that 

over the years the amount of bags per flight increases. Due to this, the spiral chutes and carousel are 

used more than lateral chutes. This is in contrary with the current situation, where most of the flights 

could be allocated to lateral chutes. Although spiral chutes and the carousel become more necessary 

according to strategy B, it does not mean that lateral chutes are outweighed. Larger flights could for 

example be divided over multiple lateral chutes. Although this remains a direction for further research, 

a simple example has been elaborated in more detail. Last, it could be said that based on the future 

scenario analyses the capacity of the new baggage hall is sufficient to deal with a maximum of 24 

active flights at baggage sorting stations in morning peaks at least until 2025 based on the assumptions 

in this chapter.   
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7 Conclusion 
The objective of this research was to create insights regarding the deployment of staff and assets in 

the new baggage hall of Eindhoven Airport. The following main research question was created for 

reaching this objective: 

How should flights be allocated to baggage sorting stations in such a way that staff and assets are 

used most efficiently and what is, based on the allocation strategy and the arrival pattern of hold 

baggage, the handling time per bag in the new baggage hall currently and in the future? 

Within this research project, assets are defined as baggage sorting stations and baggage carts. Staff is 

defined as baggage handlers who are responsible for the make up process. To determine the required 

amount of baggage handlers in the baggage hall, Viggo created a model which is based on the inflow 

of hold baggage in the baggage hall per 15 minutes. Within this model, a distinction is made between 

baggage coordinators/assistants and baggage handlers. Since Eindhoven Airport is mostly interested 

in the required time for handling bags, only the required handling hours of baggage handlers is 

considered. Analyses show that it takes on average 30 seconds according to the Viggo model for 

handling one bag. This includes walking time and make up time. Furthermore, a lower bound of 14.5 

seconds per bag has been defined as well based on observations in the baggage hall.  

During the problem definition step of this research it already turned out that baggage coordinators 

allocate flights to baggage sorting stations based on their own experience and preferences. This means 

that there is no rigid strategy which is applied by all baggage coordinators. Two new strategies have 

been created for allocating flights to baggage sorting stations. Strategy A allocates flights to baggage 

sorting stations by taking into account the distance which a baggage handler has to walk. Strategy B 

also allocates flights to baggage sorting stations by taking into account the walking distances. 

Moreover, strategy B takes the capacity of a baggage cart and the space for baggage carts at each 

baggage sorting station into account.  

A case study has been conducted to test both new strategies. For this case study, data of the month 

June 2017 has been used. Both new strategies were compared to the current strategy (Table 18).  

Table 18. Handling time per bag (seconds) based on simulation results. 

 
Minimum Mean Maximum 

Current strategy  27.7 31.9 43.7 

Strategy A 23.3 34.5 39.7 

Strategy B 24.1 24.7 30.9 
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Simulation results show that strategy A performed significantly worse than the current strategy in 

June. However, strategy B performed significantly better than the current strategy in June. This means 

that the average handling time per bag can be reduced from approximately 30 seconds to 

approximately 25 seconds per bag by applying strategy B. A reason for the bad performance of 

strategy A is that within strategy A, lateral chutes are most preferred. This means that the amount of 

baggage cart movements is much higher than in strategy B, which lead to an increase in handling time 

per bag.  

By applying strategy B, staff and assets can be used more efficiently because the walking distance of 

baggage handlers is lower, the amount of baggage cart movements is lower and eventually the 

required amount of handling time per bag is lower compared to the current strategy. Last, future 

demand scenario analyses show that even until the year 2025, strategy B results in an lower amount 

of handling time per bag than the current strategy under the assumptions made. The lowest handling 

time per bag of 19.19 seconds was found in the morning peak of the year 2023 based on a bags per 

passenger ratio of 0.6. 
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8 Recommendations 
This research presents two new flight to baggage sorting station allocation strategies. Since simulation 

results show that strategy B works best for Eindhoven Airport, the focus of the recommendations is 

on implementing strategy B in the baggage hall of Eindhoven Airport. As stated in Chapter 3, Viggo 

creates capacity schedules based on three different time horizons. Implementing strategy B does not 

have a direct effect on the strategic and tactical planning. However, it does have a direct effect on the 

operational planning. This planning is based on the expected workload in the baggage hall. Since 

strategy B reduces the expected workload for baggage handlers, a first recommendation is to update 

the staff determination model of Viggo for the baggage hall. The new amount of additional baggage 

handlers based on the bag inflow per 15 minutes should be tested in practice during a testing period 

of strategy B. 

As stated before, strategy B tries to minimize the walking distances of baggage handlers and the 

amount of baggage cart movements based on the amount of bags per flight. It was assumed that the 

amount of bags per flight is exactly known. Since this does not hold in practice, it is recommended to 

forecast expected values for the number of bags for each flight number. Forecasts can be made based 

on flight data from previous years. The Skyguide database of Eindhoven Airport contains information 

about the number of passengers and bags for each flight number for each day of the year. So no new 

databases or data collecting procedures have to be created. Since the amount of expected bags per 

flight number could also vary due to seasonality, it is also recommended to take seasonality into 

account for these forecasts. Viggo should keep updating these forecasts on a regular basis to improve 

the accuracy of the forecasts. Furthermore, Viggo should keep evaluating differences between the 

forecasts and the realized amount of bags to make forecasts more accurate.  

Currently, flights are allocated manually to baggage sorting station by a baggage coordinator every 

evening before an operational day. During this process, a baggage coordinator needs the logic of 

strategy B and the expected amount of bags per flight number. Until now, there is no link between 

the Skyguide database and VIBES planning environment. A baggage coordinator has to load the flight 

schedule for a period manually into the VIBES planning system. By extending this flight schedule with 

the expected number of bags for each flight number based on the forecasts, a baggage coordinator 

could use this information for allocating flights to baggage sorting stations. During the testing period, 

the allocation process should be done manually by following the logic of strategy B. This logic could 

be presented to the baggage coordinator on an instructed card which is always available at the 

planning system. Just as in the current situation, real time adjustments are still possible. 
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If the testing results are positive, a next recommendation is to automate the allocation procedure by 

loading the logic of strategy B as an algorithm in the VIBES planning system. Viggo and Eindhoven 

Airport should discuss and explore the technical feasibility of this step with Vanderlande.  

A recommendation towards Eindhoven Airport is to closer monitor performance of the baggage 

handling process. Until now, no KPIs have been defined for outgoing baggage. By creating KPIs such 

as “the amount of handling time per bag”, Eindhoven Airport can act in a pro-active way regarding the 

processes in their baggage hall. Threshold values for KPIs can be determined in collaboration with 

Viggo to make sure that these are realistic.  

Another recommendation towards Eindhoven Airport is to invest in the simulation program license 

for Enterprise Dynamics Developer. Although this program requires the user to get acquainted with 

the modeling language 4DS, the simulation possibilities are endless. The advantage of such a 

simulation program is that new strategies or other innovations could be easily tested without directly 

making large investments costs on site. Furthermore, relationships between airport processes can be 

taken into account as well. It could be interesting to relate the processes in the baggage hall with the 

processes outside the baggage hall on the platform. Eventually, the whole airport could be modeled 

in such a simulation program. Besides, it is fed by real data which make it more reliable to use as well. 

A last general recommendation towards Eindhoven Airport and Viggo is to keep exploring, analyzing 

and challenging data. As indicated earlier in this research, Eindhoven Airport did not have any insights 

regarding the processes of staff and assets deployment in their baggage hall until now. By combining 

data, new insights could be created which could subsequently lead towards more efficient operational 

processes and eventually in a contribution to the short-term strategy of Eindhoven Airport: 

operational Excellence!  
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9 Discussion 
The solution design which has been applied in this project has been continuously assessed in two 

ways. One way was to ask experts to evaluate the solution design. This has been done multiple times 

during meetings with both Viggo and Eindhoven Airport. All data, model assumptions and settings 

have been challenged to ensure a good design. Furthermore, the researcher evaluated the solution 

design as well by checking whether the data is read and applied appropriately in the solution design. 

This has been done by using the “debugger” mode of Enterprise Dynamics. Each step which is executed 

during a simulation run could be checked by using this mode.  

Furthermore, there were some limitations during this study. First of all, both Eindhoven Airport and 

Viggo do not know the exact amount of worked handling hours in the baggage hall. Eindhoven Airport 

pays a monthly amount to their ground handler, however this is not specified per process. So the 

amount of costs related to only the baggage hall is not known as well. No cost-benefit analyses could 

be made regarding the operational implementation of strategy B in the baggage hall. Furthermore, no 

complete picture of the total realized handling time could be created since there is no information 

regard the amount of platform employees hours in the baggage hall. That is why only the scheduled 

amount of handling hours could be taken into account for this research project. Comparisons had to 

be made between the real amount of handled flights / bags and the scheduled amount of handling 

hours. A third limitation is related to the available data. Since all data comes from a new system, there 

is only data available from the months March 2017 - September 2017. However, no clear distinctions 

could be made between summer and winter seasons.  

With regard to further research, other researchers can build upon this research by taking real walking 

paths in the baggage hall into account. Baggage handlers are already taken into account as simulation 

entities in this research, however they still walk as the crow flies. Real paths in the baggage hall were 

not taken into consideration yet. Another research direction is to investigate more rigid strategies 

regarding the allocation of flights to baggage sorting stations. An example is to divide bags of one flight 

over multiple chutes. One example has already been given in Chapter 6 in which some flights allocated 

to spiral chute were allocated to two lateral chutes. This did not result in significant changes with 

regard to the handling time per bag, however chute utilization was more spread. This means that 

lateral chutes were still used as much as spiral chutes and the carousel. However, this is only one 

example. That is why this topic remains interesting for further research.  
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Appendix I Differences in the allocation process of flights to chutes 
Four identical days in 4 weeks have been selected from the dataset which all have the same scheduled 

flight schemes. Due to confidentiality reasons, no real flight numbers are used. The table shows the 

baggage sorting station number for each flight number in each week. 

Flight number Chute week 1 Chute week 2 Chute week 3 Chute week 4 

1 21 21 2 21 

2 2 2 3 2 

3 1 1 5 1 

4 3 5 6 3 

5 5 13 7 7 

6 6 6 8 21 

7 7 14 9 5 

8 8 7 12 8 

9 21 8 13 6 

10 2 #N/A 2 2 

11 3 3 3 12 

12 5 2 5 0 

13 1 1 7 1 

14 21 6 8 5 

15 7 7 9 6 

16 4 9 5 7 

17 2 2 6 2 

18 3 3 9 3 

19 8 1 12 1 

20 1 21 21 21 

21 6 8 1 5 

22 7 12 3 7 

23 5 13 15 8 

24 21 21 8 21 

25 2 6 9 2 

26 21 2 5 21 

27 9 1 12 1 

28 3 7 13 14 

29 8 14 2 13 
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30 4 21 14 6 

31 4 8 6 3 

32 7 3 3 5 

33 1 1 1 1 

34 21 21 21 21 

35 2 2 8 2 

36 2 1 1 1 

 

As shown in this table there is no pattern which relates a flight number to a baggage sorting station. 

This confirms the statement of Viggo that there is a difference between different baggage 

coordinators in the process of scheduling.  
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Appendix II Model parameters code 
For each atom in the simulation model, the input fields of the atoms are described below. This serves 

the purpose of reproducibility.  

Registration  

Inter-arrival time MyTable(Input(c)+1,1) 
Time till first product 17716 
Number of products Unlimited 
Send to ExcelActiveX_Read(Input(c)+1,7) 
Trigger on creation Do nothing 
Trigger on exit Label([Chute], i) := ExcelActiveX_Read(Input(c)+1,8) 

 

Splitter 1  

Setup time 0 
Cycle time 2 
Send to Bernoulli(90,1,2) 
Input strategy openallic(c) 

 

Splitter 2  

Setup time 0 
Cycle time 2 
Send to Bernoulli(90,1,2) 
Input strategy openallic(c) 

 

Splitter 3  

Setup time 0 
Cycle time 2 
Send to if(Label([Chute], first(c)) = 21, 2, 1) 
Input strategy openallic(c) 
Trigger on entry Label([Chute],i) 

 

Merge  

Setup time 0 
Cycle time 2 
Send to 1 
Input strategy openallic(c) 

 

Level 3  

Setup time 0 
Cycle time 10 
Send to 1 
Input strategy openallic(c) 

 

Level 4  

Setup time 0 
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Cycle time 15 
Send to 1 
Input strategy openallic(c) 

 

Chute 1*  

Capacity 15 
Send to 1 
Queue discipline FIFO 
Input strategy openallic(c) 

*These code fields also hold for Chute atoms 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9. 

Chute 11*  

Capacity 10 
Send to 1 
Queue discipline FIFO 
Input strategy openallic(c) 

*These code fields also hold for Chute atoms 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18. 

Chute 21  

Capacity 200 
Send to 1 
Queue discipline duniform(1,content(c)) 
Input strategy openallic(c) 

 

Make-up 
chute 1* 

 

Setup time 0 
Cycle time Do(  

Dim([ctime],vbValue,30), 
Dim([chutenumber],vbValue,1), 
If(Cell(4,chutenumber,Rank(1,Model))=1, 
Do( 
ctime:=210, 
Cell(4,chutenumber,Rank(1,Model)) :=0),ctime:=30), 
ctime 
) 

Input 
strategy 

openallic(c) 

Trigger on 
entry 

Do( 
Dim([chutenumber],vbValue,1), 
CallOperators(AtomByName([Team],Model),1), 
If(Cell(1,chutenumber,Rank(1,Model))=Label([FlightNumber],i), 
Do( 
Cell(2,chutenumber,Rank(1,Model)) := Time, 
Cell(3,chutenumber,Rank(1,Model)):=Cell(3,chutenumber,Rank(1,Model))+1, 
If(Cell(3,chutenumber,Rank(1,Model))>80,Cell(4,chutenumber,Rank(1,Model)):=1)) 
If(Time-Cell(2,chutenumber,Rank(1,Model))<Mins(30), 
Do( 
Cell(4,chutenumber,Rank(1,Model)) := 1, 
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Cell(1,chutenumber,Rank(1,Model)):= Label([FlightNumber],i), 
Cell(2,chutenumber,Rank(1,Model)) := Time, 
Cell(3,chutenumber,Rank(1,Model)) := 0), 
Do( 
Cell(1,chutenumber,Rank(1,Model)):= Label([FlightNumber],i), 
Cell(2,chutenumber,Rank(1,Model)) := Time, 
Cell(3,chutenumber,Rank(1,Model)) := 0)))) 

Trigger on 
exit 

FreeOperators(AtomByName([Team],Model),i) 

*These code fields also hold for Make-up chute atoms 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 and 9. 

Make-up 
chute 11* 

 

Setup time 0 
Cycle time Do( 

Dim([ctime],vbValue,30), 
Dim([chutenumber],vbValue,11), 
If(Cell(4,chutenumber,Rank(1,Model))=1, 
Do( 
ctime:=210, 
Cell(4,chutenumber,Rank(1,Model)) :=0),ctime:=30), 
ctime 
) 

Input 
strategy 

openallic(c) 

Trigger on 
entry 

Do( 
Dim([chutenumber],vbValue,11), 
CallOperators(AtomByName([Team],Model),1), 
If(Cell(1,chutenumber,Rank(1,Model))=Label([FlightNumber],i), 
Do( 
Cell(2,chutenumber,Rank(1,Model)) := Time, 
Cell(3,chutenumber,Rank(1,Model)):=Cell(3,chutenumber,Rank(1,Model))+1, 
If(Cell(3,chutenumber,Rank(1,Model))>40,Cell(4,chutenumber,Rank(1,Model)):=1)), 
If(Time-Cell(2,chutenumber,Rank(1,Model))<Mins(20), 
Do( 
Cell(4,chutenumber,Rank(1,Model)) := 1, 
Cell(1,chutenumber,Rank(1,Model)):= Label([FlightNumber],i), 
Cell(2,chutenumber,Rank(1,Model)) := Time, 
Cell(3,chutenumber,Rank(1,Model)) := 0), 
Do( 
Cell(1,chutenumber,Rank(1,Model)):= Label([FlightNumber],i), 
Cell(2,chutenumber,Rank(1,Model)) := Time, 
Cell(3,chutenumber,Rank(1,Model)) := 0)))) 

Trigger on 
exit 

FreeOperators(AtomByName([Team],Model),i) 

*These code fields also hold for Make-up chute atoms 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17 and 18. 
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Appendix III Distances between baggage sorting stations 
The matrix below shows the distances between all baggage sorting stations. The distances are 

measured in straight lines between baggage sorting stations. The unit of measurement is meters.  

 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 21 

1 0 8 13 19 24 28 33 38 42 27 29 31 33 35 38 40 43 35 

2 8 0 5 12 16 21 26 30 34 20 20 24 26 28 31 33 35 31 

3 13 5 0 7 11 16 21 25 29 16 18 20 22 24 27 29 31 28 

4 19 12 7 0 5 9 14 18 23 13 14 15 17 18 21 23 25 21 

5 24 16 11 5 0 5 10 14 18 12 12 13 14 15 17 19 21 20 

6 28 21 16 9 5 0 5 9 14 13 12 12 12 13 14 16 18 20 

7 33 26 21 14 10 5 0 5 9 20 14 13 12 11 12 13 14 20 

8 38 30 25 18 14 9 5 0 5 18 16 15 14 12 12 12 12 20 

9 42 14 29 23 18 14 9 5 0 22 20 18 16 15 13 12 11 21 

11 27 20 16 13 12 13 20 18 22 0 2 5 7 9 13 15 18 11 

12 29 20 18 14 12 12 14 16 20 2 0 2 5 7 11 13 15 10 

13 31 24 20 15 13 12 13 15 18 5 2 0 2 5 8 11 13 9 

14 33 26 22 17 14 12 12 14 16 7 5 2 0 2 6 8 11 8 

15 35 28 24 18 15 13 11 12 15 9 7 5 2 0 4 6 8 8 

16 38 31 27 21 17 14 12 12 13 13 11 8 6 4 0 2 5 9 

17 40 33 29 23 19 16 13 12 12 15 13 11 8 6 2 0 2 11 

18 43 35 31 25 21 18 14 12 11 18 15 13 11 8 5 2 0 13 

21 35 31 28 21 20 20 20 20 21 11 10 9 8 8 9 11 13 0 

Based on these distances, the average distance from one chute to all other chutes is calculated to get 

a list which ranges from most preferred chute to less preferred chute based on distances in the 

baggage hall. 

Chute number Average distance to other chutes 

13 12 

14 12 

12 12 

15 12 

6 13 

11 13 

16 14 

5 14 

7 14 

17 15 

4 15 

8 15 

18 16 

21 16 

9 17 

3 19 

2 22 

1 29 
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Appendix IV Strategy A 
The flowchart below shows the logic behind strategy A. A chute is “available” when there is no flight allocated to it. Furthermore, the last flight on that specific 

chute should have been closed for at least 10 minutes. 

 

Start

Allocate flight to 
carousel

Chute 6 
available?

Allocate flight to 
chute 6

Chute 5 
available?

Allocate flight to 
chute 5

Chute 7 
available?

Chute 4 
available?

Chute 8 
available?

Chute 9 
available?

Chute 3 
available?

Chute 2 
available?

Chute 1 
available?

Allocate flight to 
chute 7

Allocate flight to 
chute 4

Allocate flight to 
chute 8

Allocate flight to 
chute 9

Allocate flight to 
chute 3

Allocate flight to 
chute 2

Allocate flight to 
chute 1

Chute 13 
available?

Chute 14 
available?

Chute 12 
available?

Chute 15 
available?

Chute 11 
available?

Chute 16 
available?

Chute 17 
available?

Chute 18 
available?

Allocate flight to 
chute 13

Allocate flight to 
chute 14

Allocate flight to 
chute 12

Allocate flight to 
chute 15

Allocate flight to 
chute 11

Allocate flight to 
chute 16

Allocate flight to 
chute 17

Allocate flight to 
chute 18

No No No No No No No No

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

1No

1 No No No No No No No No

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

End

End

End
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Appendix V Strategy B 
The flowchart below shows the logic behind strategy B. A chute is “available” when there is no flight allocated to it. Furthermore, the last flight on that specific 

chute should have been closed for at least 10 minutes. 

Start
Flight less than 

40 bags?
Allocate flight to 

carousel

Chute 6 
available?

Allocate flight to 
chute 6

Flight with 40 - 
80 bags?

No No

Yes

Yes

Chute 5 
available?

No

Allocate flight to 
chute 5

Yes

Chute 7 
available?

Chute 4 
available?

Chute 8 
available?

Chute 9 
available?

Chute 3 
available?

Chute 2 
available?

Chute 1 
available?

No No No No No No No

Allocate flight to 
chute 7

Allocate flight to 
chute 4

Allocate flight to 
chute 8

Allocate flight to 
chute 9

Allocate flight to 
chute 3

Allocate flight to 
chute 2

Allocate flight to 
chute 1

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Chute 13 
available?

Yes

Chute 14 
available?

Chute 12 
available?

No
Chute 15 
available?

Chute 11 
available?

Chute 16 
available?

Chute 17 
available?

Chute 18 
available?

No No No No No No

Allocate flight to 
chute 13

Allocate flight to 
chute 14

Yes

Allocate flight to 
chute 12

Allocate flight to 
chute 15

Allocate flight to 
chute 11

Allocate flight to 
chute 16

Allocate flight to 
chute 17

Allocate flight to 
chute 18

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

No

No

1

1

1

End

End
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Appendix VI Peak schedules for future scenario analyses 
The created peak schedules for all scenarios are given below. These served as input for the future 

scenario analyses. Due to confidentiality reasons, no real flight numbers are used. 

Scenario A 
Departure time Flight number Expected number of bags Chute number  

07:00:00 1 44 6 

07:00:00 2 79 5 

07:10:00 3 69 7 

07:20:00 4 104 21 

07:30:00 5 105 21 

07:45:00 6 30 13 

07:45:00 7 14 14 

07:50:00 8 73 4 

08:00:00 9 16 12 

08:00:00 10 2 15 

08:50:00 11 6 11 

09:00:00 12 48 8 

09:05:00 13 48 6 

09:05:00 14 23 16 

09:10:00 15 45 5 

09:20:00 16 22 17 

 

Scenario B 
Departure time Flight number Expected number of bags Chute number 

07:00:00 1 48 6 

07:00:00 2 52 5 

07:00:00 3 12 13 

07:10:00 4 73 7 

07:20:00 5 82 21 

07:30:00 6 109 21 

07:45:00 7 58 4 

07:45:00 8 18 14 

07:50:00 9 77 8 

08:00:00 10 22 12 

08:00:00 11 6 15 

08:00:00 12 28 11 

08:50:00 13 10 16 

09:00:00 14 52 9 

09:05:00 15 52 6 

09:05:00 16 27 13 

09:10:00 17 49 5 

09:20:00 18 26 17 
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Scenario C 
Departure time Flight number Expected number of bags Chute number 

07:00:00 1 45 6 

07:00:00 2 54 5 

07:00:00 3 12 13 

07:00:00 4 9 14 

07:10:00 5 70 7 

07:20:00 6 105 21 

07:30:00 7 106 21 

07:35:00 8 99 21 

07:45:00 9 55 4 

07:45:00 10 15 12 

07:50:00 11 48 8 

08:00:00 12 19 15 

08:00:00 13 3 11 

08:00:00 14 25 16 

08:50:00 15 7 17 

09:00:00 16 49 9 

09:05:00 17 49 6 

09:05:00 18 24 13 

09:10:00 19 46 5 

09:20:00 20 23 14 

 

Scenario D 
Departure time Flight number Expected number of bags Chute number 

07:00:00 1 44 6 

07:00:00 2 49 5 

07:00:00 3 12 13 

07:00:00 4 8 14 

07:05:00 5 26 12 

07:10:00 6 69 7 

07:15:00 7 108 21 

07:20:00 8 104 21 

07:30:00 9 105 21 

07:35:00 10 98 21 

07:45:00 11 54 4 

07:45:00 12 14 15 

07:50:00 13 43 8 

08:00:00 14 22 11 

08:00:00 15 2 16 

08:00:00 16 24 17 

08:50:00 17 6 18 

09:00:00 18 48 9 

09:05:00 19 48 6 

09:05:00 20 23 13 

09:10:00 21 45 5 

09:20:00 22 22 14 
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Scenario E 
Departure time Flight number Expected number of bags Chute number 

07:00:00 1 44 6 

07:00:00 2 79 5 

07:00:00 3 12 13 

07:00:00 4 8 14 

07:05:00 5 26 12 

07:05:00 6 56 7 

07:10:00 7 69 4 

07:15:00 8 74 8 

07:20:00 9 79 9 

07:30:00 10 86 21 

07:30:00 11 98 21 

07:35:00 12 98 21 

07:45:00 13 54 3 

07:45:00 14 14 15 

07:50:00 15 73 2 

08:00:00 16 22 11 

08:00:00 17 2 16 

08:00:00 18 24 17 

08:50:00 19 6 18 

09:00:00 20 48 1 

09:05:00 21 48 6 

09:05:00 22 23 13 

09:10:00 23 45 5 

09:20:00 24 22 14 

 

Scenario F 
Departure time Flight number Expected number of bags Chute number 

07:00:00 1 74 6 

07:00:00 2 109 21 

07:10:00 3 99 21 

07:20:00 4 134 21 

07:30:00 5 135 21 

07:45:00 6 84 21 

07:45:00 7 44 5 

07:50:00 8 103 21 

08:00:00 9 22 13 

08:00:00 10 32 14 

08:50:00 11 36 12 

09:00:00 12 78 7 

09:05:00 13 78 4 

09:05:00 14 53 8 

09:10:00 15 75 9 

09:20:00 16 52 6 
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Scenario G 
Departure time Flight number Expected number of bags Chute number 

07:00:00 1 74 6 

07:00:00 2 109 21 

07:00:00 3 12 13 

07:10:00 4 99 21 

07:20:00 5 134 21 

07:30:00 6 135 21 

07:45:00 7 84 21 

07:45:00 8 44 5 

07:50:00 9 103 21 

08:00:00 10 22 14 

08:00:00 11 32 12 

08:00:00 12 54 7 

08:50:00 13 36 15 

09:00:00 14 78 4 

09:05:00 15 78 8 

09:05:00 16 53 9 

09:10:00 17 75 6 

09:20:00 18 52 3 

 

Scenario H 
Departure time Flight number Expected number of bags Chute number 

07:00:00 1 74 6 

07:00:00 2 109 21 

07:00:00 3 12 13 

07:00:00 4 38 14 

07:10:00 5 99 21 

07:20:00 6 134 21 

07:30:00 7 135 21 

07:35:00 8 128 21 

07:45:00 9 84 21 

07:45:00 10 44 5 

07:50:00 11 103 21 

08:00:00 12 22 12 

08:00:00 13 32 15 

08:00:00 14 54 7 

08:50:00 15 36 11 

09:00:00 16 78 4 

09:05:00 17 78 8 

09:05:00 18 53 9 

09:10:00 19 75 2 

09:20:00 20 52 3 
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Scenario I 
Departure time Flight number Expected number of bags Chute number 

07:00:00 1 74 6 

07:00:00 2 109 21 

07:00:00 3 12 13 

07:00:00 4 38 14 

07:05:00 5 56 1 

07:10:00 6 99 21 

07:15:00 7 144 21 

07:20:00 8 134 21 

07:30:00 9 135 21 

07:35:00 10 128 21 

07:45:00 11 84 21 

07:45:00 12 44 5 

07:50:00 13 103 21 

08:00:00 14 22 12 

08:00:00 15 32 15 

08:00:00 16 54 7 

08:50:00 17 36 11 

09:00:00 18 78 4 

09:05:00 19 78 8 

09:05:00 20 53 9 

09:10:00 21 75 2 

09:20:00 22 52 3 

 

Scenario J 
Departure time Flight number Expected number of bags Chute number 

07:00:00 1 74 6 

07:00:00 2 109 21 

07:00:00 3 12 13 

07:00:00 4 38 14 

07:05:00 5 56 1 

07:05:00 6 86 21 

07:10:00 7 99 21 

07:15:00 8 144 21 

07:20:00 9 134 21 

07:30:00 10 135 21 

07:30:00 11 128 21 

07:35:00 12 128 21 

07:45:00 13 84 21 

07:45:00 14 44 5 

07:50:00 15 103 21 

08:00:00 16 22 12 

08:00:00 17 32 15 

08:00:00 18 54 7 

08:50:00 19 36 11 

09:00:00 20 78 4 
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09:05:00 21 78 8 

09:05:00 22 53 9 

09:10:00 23 75 2 

09:20:00 24 52 3 

 


